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Glossary

APB The Adult Parole Board of Victoria, an independent statutory body, which 
manages and makes decisions in relation to the release of adult offenders 
on parole.

Automatic forfeiture The forfeiture of an individual’s property automatically upon conviction of 
an automatic forfeiture offence listed in Schedule 2 of the Confiscation Act 
1997 (Vic).

CCS Community Correctional Services.

Civil forfeiture The forfeiture of an individual’s property upon a finding on the balance 
of probabilities that the individual has committed a civil forfeiture offence 
listed in Schedule 2 of the Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic).

Confiscation In this report, ‘confiscation’ is used broadly to describe the removal of 
property of individuals who are charged and/or convicted with certain 
offences.  This can be achieved through ‘forfeiture’ of property or 
‘confiscation’ of financial benefits through a ‘pecuniary penalty order’ (see 
below).

Court ordered forfeiture The forfeiture of an individual’s property used in connection with or 
derived from the commission of an offence ordered by a court upon 
conviction of a forfeiture offence listed in Schedule 1 of the Confiscation 
Act 1997 (Vic).

DPP Director of Public Prosecutions.

Executive action In this report, ‘executive action’ refers to any action taken by a parole 
board in respect of parole.

Forfeiture The procedure for taking away specific property belonging to an offender 
or someone else because it is used in connection with or derived from the 
commission of a specific offence.

Instrument forfeiture The forfeiture of property that was lawfully acquired but tainted by its use 
as an instrument in the commission of an offence.

Non-parole period A period of a sentence of imprisonment fixed by a court during which an 
offender is not eligible to be released on parole.

OPP Office of Public Prosecutions.

Parole The conditional release by a parole board of an offender from custody 
before the end of a sentence of imprisonment.

Parole revocation In this report, revocation and cancellation are used interchangeably to 
refer to a decision by the APB to cancel an offender’s parole before the 
end of the parole period, requiring the offender to return to prison to 
serve the unexpired parole as a period of imprisonment.
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Glossary

Parole sentence A period of imprisonment required to be served by an offender in custody 
in a prison on cancellation of a parole order.

Pecuniary penalty order An order providing for the confiscation of any financial benefit gained 
through criminal activity by which an individual is required to pay a sum of 
money equivalent to the assessed value of the benefits gained from the 
commission of a specific offence.

Proceeds forfeiture The forfeiture of property or confiscation of financial gains derived from 
the commission of crime.  This can include both the ‘profits’ of crime 
(money received minus the expenditure incurred to derive the profits) 
and the ‘benefits’ (the total money actually received from the commission 
of the offence, not taking into account any expenses).

Proportionality A common law sentencing principle which requires that, when offenders 
are sentenced, the overall punishment must be proportionate to the 
gravity of the offending behaviour.

Confiscation relevant 
to sentence

In this report this phrase is used to describe the category of confiscation 
as created by section 5(2A)–(2B) of the Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) which 
a court may have regard to in sentencing an offender.  This includes 
instrument forfeiture and the confiscation of benefits (in excess of profits) 
derived from the commission of an offence.

Confiscation not 
relevant to sentence

In this report this phrase is used to describe the category of confiscation 
as created by section 5(2A)–(2B) of the Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) which 
a court must not have regard to in sentencing an offender.  This includes 
proceeds forfeiture (forfeiture of property or confiscation of profits) 
derived from the commission of an offence.

Street time A period spent by an offender in the community on parole.

Tainted property Property used or intended to be used in connection with the commission 
of an offence or derived or realised (completely or substantially) directly 
or indirectly from the commission of an offence.

Totality A common law sentencing principle which requires that, where an 
offender is at risk of serving more than one sentence, the overall effect of 
the sentences must be just, proportionate and appropriate to the overall 
criminality of the total offending behaviour.
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Making a Submission

Discussion and Options Paper
This paper discusses the consequences and implications of a number of recent Court of Appeal decisions 
relating to sentencing, parole revocation and confiscation orders.  A number of questions are posed in 
relation to each consequence or implication identified.  It also outlines a number of possible options for 
reform and sets out discussion points for each option.

The Sentencing Advisory Council is seeking submissions on the issues and options discussed in the paper.  
You may choose to address each of the questions and discussion points, or just those of most interest to 
you.  You may also wish to provide comments on your most preferred option, or on other issues or options 
not discussed in the paper.  You can also make a general comment.

The deadline for submissions is 17 July 2009.

Comments can be provided in writing by mail, email or fax, or by phone or in person.  If you need any 
assistance in preparing your comments and/or need access to an interpreter, please contact the Council.

Treatment of Submissions
When making a submission to the Council, please identify how you would like your submission to be 
treated, based on the following three categories:

•	 Public submission – the Council may refer to or quote directly from the submission and name the 
source of the submission in relevant publications.  Public submissions may also be provided to any 
person or organisation who requests a copy, at the completion of the particular reference.

•	 Anonymous submission – the Council may refer to or quote directly from the submission in relevant 
publications, but will not identify the source of the submission.  Anonymous submissions, with all 
identifying information removed, may also be provided to any person or organisation who requests a 
copy at the completion of the particular reference.

•	 Confidential submission – the submission will not be quoted or referred to in any report or publication.  
Confidential submissions will only be used to inform the Council generally in their deliberations of 
the particular issue under investigation.  Confidential submissions will not be provided to any person 
outside of the Sentencing Advisory Council.

The Council intends to use submissions received, and the results of consultations undertaken, to provide 
advice to the Attorney-General on the options for reform.

Contact Details
Sentencing Advisory Council
Level 4, 436 Lonsdale Street
Melbourne Victoria 3000
DX 210307

Telephone: 03 9603 9047
Facsimile: 03 9603 9030
Email: contact@sentencingcouncil.vic.gov.au
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Background
1.1 The Attorney-General has sought advice from the Sentencing Advisory Council on the possible 

options for addressing the consequences and implications of a number of recent Victorian Court 
of Appeal decisions about the relevance to sentencing of parole and confiscation proceedings.  
These decisions change the approach used in sentencing offenders who face parole revocation 
or confiscation orders and provide a ground of appeal against sentence if such events occur after 
sentence has been imposed.

1.2 The decisions considered the relevance both before and after an offender is sentenced of:

•	 a decision by the Adult Parole Board relating to the revocation of an offender’s parole for 
further offending (R v Piacentino; R v Ahmed1 and R v Alashkar; R v Tayar2); and

•	 a decision by a court or automatic order relating to the confiscation of the offender’s property 
(R v McLeod3).

1.3 In Piacentino and McLeod, the Court of Appeal held that parole revocation and confiscation orders 
are relevant to sentencing, even when they occur after an offender has been sentenced.  In cases 
where parole revocation or confiscation orders occur after sentencing, they can constitute ‘fresh 
evidence’, which may provide a ground of appeal and possibly result in resentencing by the Court 
of Appeal (Alashkar and McLeod).

1.4 The decisions raise a number of issues of principle in relation to the relationship between the 
common law sentencing principles of totality and proportionality and provisions of the Sentencing 
Act 1991 (Vic) (‘Sentencing Act’).  The approach that must be taken by the sentencing judge will vary 
according to the timing of the parole revocation or the confiscation order relative to the sentence.

1.5 In relation to parole, the issue is the effect that sections 5(2AA) and 16(3B)4 have on the application 
of the sentencing principle of totality when sentencing an offender for offending committed while 
he or she is on parole.  The totality principle requires that, where an offender is at risk of serving 
more than one sentence, the overall effect of the sentences must be just, proportionate and 
appropriate to the criminality of the total offending behaviour.

1.6 In relation to confiscation, the issue is the effect that section 5(2A)–(2B)5 have on the application 
of the sentencing principle of proportionality when sentencing an offender whose property is 
confiscated.  The proportionality principle requires that when offenders are sentenced, the overall 
punishment must be proportionate to the gravity of the offending behaviour.

1.7 The decisions have the potential to affect the number of appeals against sentence and the timing of 
sentence, parole revocation and confiscation proceedings.  They are also likely to have implications for 
offenders and victims.  They may have an effect on the resources and practices of the Court of Appeal, 
the Supreme, County and Magistrates’ Courts, the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP), the Office 
of Public Prosecutions (OPP), the Adult Parole Board of Victoria (APB) and defence practitioners.

1 (2007) 15 VR 501 (‘Piacentino’).

2 (2007) 17 VR 65 (‘Alashkar ’).

3 (2007) 16 VR 682 (‘McLeod ’).

4 These are described in further detail in Chapter 3 (‘Sentencing and Parole’), paragraphs [3.14]–[3.21].

5 These are described in further detail in Chapter 4 (‘Sentencing and Confiscation’), paragraphs [4.25]–[4.40].
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1.8 In providing advice to the Attorney-General, the Council has been requested to:

•	 Consult with the Court of Appeal, the Supreme, County and Magistrates’ Courts, the Director 
of Public Prosecutions and the Adult Parole Board.

•	 Consider the intersection of the common law principles of totality and proportionality with 
sections 5(2AA) and 16(3B) of the Sentencing Act in relation to parole and section 5 of the 
Sentencing Act in relation to confiscation.

•	 Take into account the practical implications of any suggested reforms.

The Council’s Approach
1.9 In responding to these terms of reference, the Council will consider whether the sentencing principles 

of totality and proportionality should apply in these circumstances and the possible options for 
reforming the current law to reflect this.  These questions of principle have implications for the 
sentencing of offenders as well as practical implications for the criminal justice system as a whole.

1.10 There are a number of threshold issues that must be addressed in order to resolve the broader 
questions.

1.11 As a general principle, should totality apply in the sentencing of offenders for offences committed 
whilst on parole?

•	 If totality should apply, what are the options for reforming the current law to ensure that 
totality can be applied in the sentencing of all such offenders, irrespective of the timing of 
parole revocation?

•	 If totality should not apply, what are the options for reforming the current law to ensure that 
totality does not apply in the sentencing of all such offenders?

1.12 As a general principle, should proportionality apply in the sentencing of offenders for offences 
where confiscatory sanctions have also been imposed?

•	 If proportionality should apply, what are the options for reforming the current law to ensure 
that proportionality can be applied in the sentencing of all such offenders, irrespective of the 
timing of confiscation?

•	 If proportionality should not apply, what are the options for reforming the current law to 
ensure that proportionality does not apply in the sentencing of all such offenders?

1.13 The purpose of this discussion and options paper is to assist the Council to examine:

•	 the consequences and implications of the Court of Appeal decisions; and

•	 the possible options for addressing these consequences and implications.

1.14 The paper provides background information in relation to the issues raised by the decisions and 
sets out a series of questions in relation to them.  The paper also contains points for discussion 
relating to each of the possible options.  These questions and discussion points will form the basis 
of the Council’s consultations.

1.15 The Council is committed to giving all interested members of the community the opportunity 
to express their views about sentencing law reform.  The Council will consider all submissions 
and may also undertake additional consultation with specific stakeholders.  The outcomes of 
all consultations will be used by the Council to inform its advice to the Attorney-General in the 
form of a report.  This report will contain the Council’s recommendations as to the options for 
addressing the consequences and implications of the Court of Appeal decisions.
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Chapter 2: Sentencing in Victoria

Sentencing Framework
2.1 The Court of Appeal decisions looked at the relationship between the common law sentencing 

principles of totality and proportionality, which are explained in this chapter, and a number of 
provisions in the Sentencing Act.  The relevant legislative provisions are discussed in Chapter 3 
(‘Sentencing and Parole’) and Chapter 4 (‘Sentencing and Confiscation’).

2.2 In Victoria, sentencing is governed by a combination of statute and common law.  The Sentencing 
Act provides a statutory framework for sentencing.6  It sets out the purposes of sentencing, the 
sentencing dispositions available and a sentencing scale of maximum penalties.  It also specifies the 
factors that a sentencing court can consider in sentencing an offender.7

2.3 The Sentencing Act also provides guidance in relation to the order of service for sentences and 
whether sentences are to be served cumulatively (one after another) or concurrently (at the same 
time).  In cases of multiple terms of imprisonment, there is a presumption in favour of concurrency, 
but there are exceptions to this.  Of particular relevance is section 16(3B).

2.4 Section 16(3B) provides that if an offender is sentenced for offences committed while on parole, 
unless there are exceptional circumstances, the sentence must be served cumulatively on any 
period of imprisonment if parole is cancelled.  This section is considered further in Chapter 3 
(‘Sentencing and Parole’).

2.5 The common law builds upon these legislative provisions.  There are a number of fundamental 
common law principles which guide and limit the type or severity of sentence that should be 
imposed.  Amongst these are the principles of totality and proportionality.8  The court must also 
have regard to a number of other specific matters, such as current sentencing practices, the impact 
of the offence on any victim of the offence and the offender’s previous character.9

2.6 As well as specifying the factors which must be taken into account in sentencing an offender, the 
Sentencing Act sets out a number of specific matters which a court must not have regard to in de-
termining sentence.  Of particular relevance are section 5(2AA) (parole) and section 5(2A)–(2B) 
(confiscation).10

2.7 Section 5(2AA) prohibits a court, in sentencing an offender, from having regard to the possible or 
likely impact of executive action (such as decisions by a parole board in respect of sentence).  The 
intersection of this provision with the totality principle, considered in the decisions of Piacentino 
and Alashkar, is discussed in paragraphs [3.22]–[3.70].

2.8 Section 5(2A)–(2B) prohibit a sentencing court from having regard to the confiscation of certain 
types of property or financial gains from offenders.  The intersection of these provisions with 
the  proportionality principle, considered in the decision of McLeod, is discussed in paragraphs 
[4.41]–[4.71].

6 Part 5.3 of the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 (Vic) governs the sentencing of child offenders.

7 See generally Parts 2, 3 and 10 of the Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic).

8 Other fundamental principles are parsimony, parity and the prohibitions on double punishment and crushing sentences.  See 
Australian Law Reform Commission, Sentencing of Federal Offenders, Discussion Paper 70 (2005)  <http://www.austlii.edu.au/
au/other/alrc/publications/dp/70/05.html> at 17 March 2009.

9 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 5(2).

10 See also Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 5(2BA), (2BB).
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2.9 Victorian sentencing law now sits within a broader human rights framework.  The Charter of 
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) was recently enacted in Victoria.  The Charter 
enshrines human rights such as the right of every person to liberty and security and the right not 
to be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention.  It provides that a person must not be deprived 
of his or her liberty ‘except on grounds, and in accordance with procedures, established by law’.11

2.10 The Charter recognises the right of all persons deprived of liberty to be treated with humanity 
and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person,12 and that a person must not be 
tried or punished more than once for an offence.13  The Charter also recognises the right to a fair 
hearing,14 a right of appeal against conviction or sentence in criminal proceedings15 and a right not 
to be deprived of property other than in accordance with the law.16

2.11 Courts must interpret and apply sentencing law in a way that is compatible with human rights; 
however, the implications of the Charter for sentencing remain largely untested.  The Charter must 
be considered in developing any proposal to change legislation such as the Sentencing Act.  Any bill 
introduced into Parliament must be accompanied by a statement assessing the compatibility of the 
bill with the Charter.17  If there is a challenge to the compatibility of legislation with the Charter, 
the Supreme Court may issue a ‘declaration of inconsistent interpretation’.  This will not necessarily 
affect its validity, operation or enforcement, rather it warns the government that the legislation is 
inconsistent with the judicial understanding of the protected rights.18

Totality
2.12 The totality principle acts as a ‘limitation on excess’.19  Unless denied by statute, it applies to all 

offenders who are subject to more than one sentence.

2.13 For example, a court may sentence an offender who is already serving a sentence for other 
offending in the same or another jurisdiction, or a court may impose a single, global sentence on an 
offender for a number of offences.20  A court may also sentence an offender who is already serving 
a period of imprisonment due to parole being revoked prior to sentence.21

2.14 The totality principle aims to ensure that in these circumstances offenders receive a sentence 
that overall is just and appropriate for the whole of their offending behaviour.22  A closely related 
principle to totality is the tendency to avoid sentences which ‘crush’ any future hope for the 
offender of ‘any reasonable expectation of usefulness of life after release’.23  However, the question 
of whether a sentence is crushing is not the only consideration when applying the totality principle.24 

11 Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) s 21(3).

12 Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) s 22(1).

13 Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) s 26.

14 Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) s 24.

15 Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) s 25(4).

16 Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) s 20.

17 Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) s 28(3).

18 Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) ss 29, 36(5).

19 R v Patison (2003) 143 A Crim R 118, 133.

20 Australian Law Reform Commission (2005), above n 8, [5.13].

21 Piacentino (2007) 15 VR 501, 508.

22 See Attorney-General v Tichey (1982) 30 SASR 84, 92–3, Johnson v The Queen (2004) 205 ALR 346.

23 Yates v The Queen [1985] VR 41, 48; R v Beck [2005] VSCA 11 (Unreported, Vincent, Nettle JJA and Cummins AJA, 8 February 2005) 
[19].  See also David Thomas, Principles of Sentencing (2nd ed, 1979) 57–8, cited in Postiglione v The Queen (1997) 189 CLR 295, 304.

24 Johnson v The Queen (2004) 205 ALR 346, 355.
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2.15 The primary justification for the totality principle is to achieve appropriateness in sentencing by 
ensuring there is proportionality between multiple sentences and the overall offending behaviour.25  
Proportionality requires that the aggregate of the sentences imposed be proportionate to the 
total criminality involved in the offences for which an offender is being sentenced or for which they 
are serving sentences.  However, mercy may also justify the application of totality and permits a 
court to intervene and adjust a sentence if its aggregate effect will be crushing for the offender.26

2.16 In practice, this allows a court to adjust a sentence if the sum of individual sentences imposed 
would be disproportionate to the offending.  This can be done in two ways:

•	 adjusting the manner in which sentences are structured through orders for cumulation or 
concurrency; or

•	 adjusting the total sentence through moderation of individual sentences.

2.17 The first method of cumulation and concurrency is generally accepted as the primary mechanism 
for giving effect to the totality principle:27

The effect of the totality principle is to require a sentencer who has passed a series of sentences, 
each properly calculated in relation to the offence for which it is imposed and each properly made 
consecutive in accordance with the principles governing consecutive sentences, to review the 
aggregate sentence and consider whether the aggregate is ‘ just and appropriate’.28

2.18 For example, if sentencing an offender for multiple offences arising out of the same course of 
conduct, a court could impose appropriate individual sentences to reflect the gravity of each 
offence and order that they be served concurrently.

2.19 In some cases, it might be more appropriate to use cumulation.  For example, when there 
are separate victims for each offence, the court could impose moderated but still appropriate 
sentences for each offence and order that they be served cumulatively.29  Although less favoured, 
this ‘moderating and cumulation technique’30 has been used to correct sentencing errors where a 
heavy sentence has been imposed on one count and inappropriate orders for concurrency have 
been made for sentences on other counts.31

2.20 The second method of achieving totality involves adjustment of the total sentence through 
moderation of individual sentences below that which would otherwise be imposed.32  Generally, 
this second mechanism is only to be applied where the primary mechanism of cumulation and 
concurrency cannot be used.33  For example, this could include circumstances where the offender 
is already serving a sentence interstate34 or in Victoria35 or where the offender is being sentenced 
after a breach of parole.36

25 Richard Fox and Arie Freiberg, Sentencing: State and Federal Law in Victoria (2nd ed, 1999) 724.

26 Postiglione v The Queen (1997) 189 CLR 295, 304.

27 Mill v The Queen (1988) 166 CLR 59, 63; Johnson v The Queen (2004) 205 ALR 346.

28 David A Thomas, Principles of Sentencing (2nd ed, 1979) 56–7, cited in Mill v The Queen (1988) 166 CLR 59, 63.

29 R v Lomax [1998] 1 VR 551; Director of Public Prosecutions v Grabovac [1998] 1 VR 664.

30 Judicial College of Victoria, ‘Moderation and Cumulation’, Victorian Sentencing Manual [6.4.3.3] <www.justice.vic.gov.au/
emanuals/VSM/default/htm> at 21 April 2009.

31 R v McCorriston [2000] VSCA 200 (Unreported, Winneke P, Callaway and Buchanan JJA, 17 October 2000) [13].  See also R v 
Izzard (2003) 7 VR 480.

32 Mill v The Queen (1988) 166 CLR 59, 63.

33 Judicial College of Victoria, ‘Mechanisms of Totality’, Victorian Sentencing Manual [6.4.3] <www.justice.vic.gov.au/emanuals/VSM/
default/htm> at 21 April 2009.

34 Mill v The Queen (1988) 166 CLR 59.

35 R v Beck [2005] VSCA 11 (Unreported, Vincent, Nettle JJA and Cummins AJA, 8 February 2005).

36 R v Aleksov [2003] VSCA 44 (Unreported, Callaway, Batt JJA and Cummins AJA, 9 April 2003).  See Judicial College of Victoria, 
above n 33.
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2.21 While the cumulation and concurrency mechanism is generally accepted as the orthodox 
mechanism for achieving totality, where appropriate, the second mechanism of moderation remains 
open to the sentencing judge.37  In recent authority, the importance of preserving the flexibility for 
sentencing judges in tailoring an appropriate sentence has been emphasised as follows:

The preferable course will usually be the one which both cases commend but neither absolutely 
commands.  Judges of first instance should be allowed as much flexibility in sentencing as is consonant 
with consistency of approach and as accords with the statutory regime under which the sentencing 
is effected.38

Proportionality
2.22 The proportionality principle also acts as a restraint on excessive punishment, as well as a prohi-

bition against punishment that is too lenient.  Unless overridden by legislation, the common law 
prohibits the imposition of sentence that exceeds the seriousness of the offending behaviour being 
punished.39

2.23 The principle was recently described in Markarian v The Queen by Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Hayne 
and Callinan JJ:

the ultimate control on the judicial sentencing discretion is the requirement that the sentence be 
proportionate to the gravity of the offence committed.  In pursuit of other sentencing purposes, a 
judge may not impose a sentence that is greater than is warranted by the objective circumstances of 
the crime.  Both proportionality and consistency commonly operate as final checks on a sentence 
proposed by a judge.  They guard against hidden errors in the process, the kind later identified on 
appeal as manifest excess or leniency.40

2.24 The principle has been described as requiring reference to the seriousness of the offence, 
measurable by reference to the maximum statutory penalty for the offence, the degree of harm 
caused by the offending behaviour and the degree of culpability of the offender.41

2.25 Recent authority has confirmed the ‘instinctive synthesis’ approach where sentences are imposed 
with reference to the accused’s criminality rather than a two staged process which distinguishes 
between concepts of objective and subjective seriousness of offences.42

2.26 The justifications for proportionality can include retribution and deterrence, but its primary pur-
pose is to ensure that the punishment imposed on offenders by way of sentencing is just and fair, is 
not arbitrary in its application and respects the basic human rights of those who are sentenced.43  
The totality principle is also relevant to the determination of a proportionate sentence, such that:

the principle of proportionality is breached if the sanction is either too severe or too lenient, or if the 
total effect of all the sentences imposed upon the offender would be ‘crushing’.44

37 Johnson v The Queen (2004) 205 ALR 346, 356.  See also Pearce v The Queen (1998) 194 CLR 610.

38 Johnson v The Queen (2004) 205 ALR 346, 356.

39 Fox and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 724.  See Veen v The Queen (No 1) (1979) 143 CLR 458; Veen v The Queen (No 2) (1988) 
164 CLR 465.

40 Markarian v The Queen (2005) 228 CLR 357, 389–90.

41 Fox and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 225; Richard Fox, Victorian Criminal Procedure State and Federal Law (12th ed, 2005) 324; 
Richard Fox, ‘The Meaning of Proportionality in Sentencing’ (1994) 19 Melbourne University Law Review 489, 498.  See also Judi-
cial College of Victoria, ‘Objective Circumstances’, Victorian Sentencing Manual [6.2.2.1] <www.justice.vic.gov.au/emanuals/VSM/
default/htm> at 21 April 2009.

42 Markarian v The Queen (2005) 228 CLR 357.

43 Australian Law Reform Commission (2005), above n 8, [5.5].

44 Fox (2005), above n 41, 324.
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2.27 In practice the principle applies to both the type and extent of punishment imposed,45 for example 
whether a custodial or non-custodial sentence should be imposed, the length of a period of 
imprisonment imposed or the amount of a fine ordered to be paid.

2.28 The principle of proportionality is incorporated into the Sentencing Act in a number of ways.  
Section 5(1)(a) provides that one of the purposes of sentencing is ‘to punish the offender to the 
extent and in a manner which is just in all of the circumstances’.  Proportionality is also reflected in 
the requirement that in sentencing an offender a court must have regard to ‘the nature and gravity 
of the offence’ and ‘the offender’s culpability and degree of responsibility for the offence’.46

2.29 The Act also grades different types of sanctions and instructs that a sentence should not be more 
severe than is necessary to achieve its purpose.47  The scale of maximum penalties also provides 
guidance on the application of proportionate sentences according to offence seriousness.48

Sentence Appeals
2.30 A person who is sentenced by the County Court or by the Trial Division of the Supreme Court 

does not have a right to appeal against sentence, but may apply to the Court of Appeal for leave 
to appeal to it against the sentence.49

2.31 An application for leave to appeal is heard by a single Judge of Appeal.  If the judge determines that 
one or more of the grounds of appeal are ‘reasonably arguable’, the judge should ordinarily grant 
leave.50

2.32 If leave is granted, the appeal may be heard by two Judges of Appeal.51

2.33 Section 568(4) of the Crimes Act 1958 states that the Court of Appeal shall allow an appeal against 
sentence ‘if it thinks a different sentence should have been passed or a different order made’.  
Nevertheless, the court may generally allow an appeal only if the appellant establishes that there 
is an error vitiating the exercise of the original sentencing discretion or, in certain circumstances, if 
there is fresh evidence.52

2.34 The ‘fresh evidence’ rule allows the admission of new evidence if necessary in the interests of 
justice or to avoid a miscarriage of justice.53  The specific circumstances where fresh evidence will 
be accepted in appeals against sentence have not been categorised.  However, a number of guiding 
principles have been identified as to the limited situations in which such evidence may be accepted 
by the Court of Appeal.54

45 Ibid.

46 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 5(2)(c), (d).

47 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 5(3)–(7).

48 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 109.

49 Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) s 567(d).  The Victorian Parliament has recently enacted new legislation governing the procedure in all 
courts for criminal matters, including appeals against sentence.  When operational, the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) will 
supersede the provisions in the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) and the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 (Vic) referred to in this section.  It 
was assented to on 10 March 2009; however, the majority of the Act has not yet been proclaimed to come into operation.

50 R v Blick (1999) 108 A Crim R 525.

51 Supreme Court (Criminal Procedure) Rules 2008, r 2.03.01A.

52 See Fox (2005), above n 41, 438, 442.

53 Fox and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 1071.

54 R v Duy Duc Nguyen [2006] VSCA 184 (Unreported, Maxwell P, Neave and Redlich JJA, 23 August 2006) [36].  See also Fox 
and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 1071–2.
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2.35 In general the evidence must relate to events which have occurred since the imposition of sentence 
and which show the true significance of facts in existence at the time of the sentence, especially 
where it relates to possibilities which have been realised after sentence.  The evidence will not be 
accepted if it only relates to events which have occurred after sentence, but the pre-existing state 
of affairs to which the evidence refers need not necessarily have been raised by an offender at the 
time of sentence.55

2.36 Fresh evidence may also be admissible if it relates to a factor which may not have been ‘capable’ 
of being taken into account at the time of sentence.  For example, in R v Eliasen, an appellant’s 
subsequent diagnosis with HIV was admitted as fresh evidence.  At the time of sentence, the 
appellant was awaiting the results of the test and the sentencing judge was not in a position to have 
regard to a medical condition which the appellant may not have been suffering from at the time of 
sentence.56

2.37 If fresh evidence is accepted, the relevant question is not whether the sentencing judge made an 
error, but whether, when the sentence is reconsidered in the light of the additional evidence, a 
different sentence should be imposed by the Court of Appeal.57

2.38 If the court allows a sentence appeal on any ground, it may quash the sentence and may either:

•	 impose a new sentence; or

•	 remit the matter back to the original sentencing court.58

2.39 If the Court remits the matter it can give any directions in relation to the matter and scope 
of further hearing by the court, including whether the matter should be heard by the same or 
a different judge.  The sentencing court is then required to hear and determine the matter in 
accordance with the law and the directions given by the Court of Appeal.59

2.40 A person sentenced by the Magistrates’ Court may appeal against the sentence to the County 
Court or on a question of law to the Supreme Court.60  In the former case, there is no requirement 
to obtain leave to appeal, and the appeal is conducted by a single judge as a rehearing of the 
matter.

55 R v Duy Duc Nguyen [2006] VSCA 184 (Unreported, Maxwell P, Neave and Redlich JJA, 23 August 2006) [36]; Bruzzese v The 
Queen (Unreported, Supreme Court of Victoria, Court of Criminal Appeal, 8 December 1982) approved in Prideaux v The 
Queen (1988) 36 A Crim R 114; R v Smith (1987) 44 SASR 587, 588 cited with approval in R v Eliasen (1991) 53 A Crim R 391, 393.

56 R v Eliasen (1991) 53 A Crim R 391, 393.

57 R v Eliasen (1991) 53 A Crim R 391.

58 Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) s 568(4), (5).

59 Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) s 568(6).

60 Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 (Vic) s 92(1), 83(1).
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Chapter 3: Sentencing and Parole

Parole Revocation
3.1 If a Victorian court sentences an offender to a term of imprisonment greater than 12 months for a 

Victorian offence, it may specify a period referred to as the ‘non-parole period’.61  After the non-
parole period has expired, the offender may apply to the Adult Parole Board to be conditionally 
released from custody on parole before the end of his or her sentence.

3.2 The Adult Parole Board of Victoria (APB) is an independent statutory body which manages, and 
makes decisions in relation to, the release of adult offenders on parole.62

3.3 Release by the APB is not automatic.  Depending on the individual circumstances of each case, the 
APB may release an offender after service of the non-parole period or it may delay the release of 
an offender until a later time in the parole period.63  If an offender is released into the community 
on parole, he or she is still deemed to be under sentence.64

3.4 When an offender is released into the community on a parole order, the order is managed and 
enforced by Community Correctional Services (CCS).  Parole orders generally have a number of 
standard conditions65 and may also have special conditions where required.  A standard condition, 
which applies to all parolees, is not to break any law by committing further offences.66

3.5 Breaches of parole conditions are reported back by CCS to the APB.  If an offender fails to comply with 
any conditions of the parole order, the APB may consider cancelling the order and revoking parole.67

3.6 Section 77(1) of the Corrections Act 1986 (Vic) empowers a court to order cancellation of parole 
at any time before the end of the parole period.68

3.7 However, there is a restriction on the jurisdiction of the APB if the parole period has already 
expired at the time it considers its decision to cancel parole.  The effect of the restriction is that, 
in these circumstances, the APB may only make an order cancelling an offender’s parole after the 
offender has been sentenced for the offences committed on parole.  Further, the sentence imposed 
must be a prison sentence of more than three months for the APB to make such an order.69

61 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 11.  A non-parole period must be fixed if the sentence is two years or more but there is discretion 
if the sentence is less than two years but more than one year.

62 There is a separate Youth Parole Board, which has jurisdiction over parole of young persons sentenced to detention in a youth 
training centre.  See Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 (Vic) pt 5.5, div 2.

63 Corrections Act 1986 (Vic) s 74.  For information on what the APB takes into account in determining an appropriate time for 
release see Adult Parole Board of Victoria, 2007–2008 Annual Report (2008) 16.

64 Corrections Act 1986 (Vic) s 76.

65 Such as to obey all lawful directions from the CCO to which an offender is assigned.

66 Adult Parole Board of Victoria (2008), above n 63, 19.

67 Other actions which the APB may take are to note the breach and take no further action, issue a warning, or add further 
conditions.

68 The APB also has the power to revoke an order to cancel parole, upon which the parole order revives.  See Corrections Act 
1986 (Vic) s 77(2), (3).

69 Corrections Act 1986 (Vic) s 77(5).
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3.8 At the state level, the decision to cancel parole for reoffending is at the discretion of the APB.  
The APB considers a number of factors in deciding whether to cancel parole because of a breach, 
including the type of breach, the remaining parole period, the performance of the offender on 
parole and compliance with other conditions, and the long-term rehabilitation of the offender.70  
Where the breach consists of further offending, other relevant matters may also be the nature and 
seriousness of the offending, the custody status of the offender and the sentence imposed for the 
further offending.

3.9 If an offender’s parole is cancelled by the APB due to the commission of a further offence, he or 
she is liable to serve both:

•	 a sentence for the further offence (the ‘new sentence’); and

•	 the unexpired portion of parole on the sentence for the original offence (the ‘parole 
sentence’).71

3.10 As noted in Chapter 2, when a person is liable to more than one sentence, the sentencing court 
must apply the principle of totality, unless it is excluded by statute.

3.11 The situation described above raises difficulties regarding the sequence of decisions and the effect 
of several provisions in the Sentencing Act.

3.12 The first difficulty is a practical one related to the timing of the parole revocation relative to 
sentence.  If the APB decides to cancel parole for the original offence before the offender is 
sentenced for the further offence, the sentencing court will know that parole has been cancelled, 
and will be in a position to take that into account when it formulates the sentence for the further 
offence.  But what should the court do if, at the time that it is sentencing the offender for the 
further offence, the APB has not yet decided whether to cancel parole for the original offence? Can 
the sentencing court take the possibility or likelihood that an offender may be required to serve an 
additional period of imprisonment into account if parole is later revoked?

3.13 The second difficulty is the extent to which the totality principle may be excluded by sections 
5(2AA) and 16(3B) of the Sentencing Act.

Section 5(2AA): Prohibition on Having Regard 
to Future Executive Action
3.14 Section 5(2AA)(1) states that in sentencing an offender a court must not have regard to:

any possibility or likelihood that the length of time actually spent in custody by the offender will be 
affected by executive action of any kind.

3.15 This section encapsulates the common law position in relation to executive action and specifically 
includes ‘any action which the Adult Parole Board might take in respect of a sentence’.72  The 
general common law position is that the release policies of a parole board (and other executive 

70 Adult Parole Board of Victoria (2008), above n 63, 16.

71 Although the ‘street time’ an offender has spent on parole is generally not deducted from the parole sentence if parole is 
revoked, the APB may direct that a period of time spent on parole is to be regarded as time served in respect of the parole 
sentence (see Corrections Act 1986 (Vic) s 77(7A)).

72 Explanatory Notes, Sentencing and Other Acts (Amendment) Act 1997 (Vic), s 5(2AA) inserted by s 5.  See Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) 
s 19AK for the Commonwealth version of this provision.
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decisions) are irrelevant to the fixing of a head sentence or a non-parole period by a sentencing 
court.73  This means that sentencing judges should not make any assumptions about the operation 
of the parole system and the impact this can have on parole.74

3.16 The reasoning behind this common law rule is the well entrenched view that the liberty of an of-
fender should not be determined with reference to factors which are unpredictable and out of his 
or her control.  At the time of sentence, a sentencing judge cannot predict or control what factors 
the APB will take into account in deciding whether to release an offender on parole. For example, 
unpredicted by the sentencing judge, the APB may take into account a circumstance, such as a 
mental illness, that developed after the offender was sentenced.75

3.17 This principle and its reasoning has been endorsed by the full bench of the Supreme Court of 
Victoria in Yates v The Queen76 and by the Court of Appeal in Roadley v The Queen,77 as follows:

the task of the court is to sentence offenders on the basis that they are, in accordance with the rule 
of law, all equal before the law and it is not proper to fix a sentence by reference only to a forecast 
about the effect of executive policy on the service of the term imposed.78

3.18 Actions taken by the APB which can affect the time an offender spends in custody include releasing 
the offender on parole, cancelling the offender’s parole or deducting time served on parole from 
a parole sentence.

Section 16(3B): Mandatory Cumulation
3.19 Section 16(3B) states that:

Every term of imprisonment imposed on a person for an offence committed while released under a 
parole order made in respect of another sentence of imprisonment (the parole sentence) must, unless 
otherwise directed by the court because of the existence of exceptional circumstances, be served 
cumulatively on any period of imprisonment which he or she may be required to serve in custody in 
a prison on cancellation of the parole order.

3.20 The effect of this provision is that if a sentencing court is sentencing an offender whose parole has 
been revoked, the new sentence imposed must be served cumulatively on the parole sentence, 
unless there are exceptional circumstances to justify concurrency.

3.21 This provision departs from the general presumption that multiple sentences of imprisonment are 
to be served concurrently (at the same time) unless otherwise directed by a court.79  Consistent 
with the general law reform agenda of the then government to ‘get tough with crime’,80 the 
provision was introduced to ensure that offenders who offend on parole incur an additional 
sanction and would be appropriately punished for breaching the ‘trust’ on parole.81

73 Fox (2005), above n 41, 376–7.  See R v Bruce [1971] VR 656; Yates v The Queen [1985] VR 41; Morgan and Morgan v The Queen 
(1980) 7 A Crim R 146.

74 R v Ferrett (1987) 24 A Crim R 161.

75 Morgan and Morgan v The Queen (1980) 7 A Crim R 146, 155–6.

76 [1985] VR 41.

77 (1990) 51 A Crim R 336.

78 Roadley v The Queen (1990) 51 A Crim R 336, 344.

79 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 16(1).

80 Richard G Fox, ‘Legislation Comment: Victoria Turns to the Right in Sentencing Reform: The Sentencing (Amendment) Act 
1993 (Vic)’ (1993) 17 Criminal Law Journal 394, 395.

81 Victoria, ‘Second Reading Speech, Sentencing and Other Acts (Amendment) Bill 1997 (Vic)’, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative 
Assembly, 24 April 1997, 875 (Jade Wade, Attorney-General).  See also Victoria, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 
24 April 1997, 1210 (P.A. Katsambanis).
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The Decision in Piacentino

Facts
3.22 In Piacentino, the Court of Appeal considered how the principle of totality and sections 5(2AA) 

and 16(3B) of the Sentencing Act operated on the sentencing of an offender who faces an order by 
the APB for parole revocation.

3.23 The appellant, Piacentino, pleaded guilty to a series of offences (including theft, causing injury 
intentionally, robbery and burglary) which he committed while on parole for previous offences.

3.24 At the time he committed the new offences, he had a balance of one year, four months and 10 days 
to serve on parole for the previous offences.

3.25 When he appeared in court to be sentenced for the new offences, the APB had not revoked 
Piacentino’s parole, nor had it indicated whether it intended to revoke parole.

3.26 The sentencing judge commented:
what happens in terms of service of your outstanding parole period is not a matter for me.  It is a 
matter for the Parole Board, and indeed I am not permitted to take into account what might happen 
as a result of their decision, and I do not.82

3.27 The judge sentenced him for the new offences to three years’ imprisonment with a non-parole 
period of two years and six months.

3.28 Piacentino appealed to the Court of Appeal on the ground that the sentencing judge had failed to 
adopt the previous approach set out in R v Orphanides.83  This approach allowed the sentencing 
court to take into account, as a general sentencing consideration, the possibility that the APB may 
later cancel parole, but prohibited the court from speculating as to whether parole would or would 
not be cancelled in the future.84

3.29 It was described in Orphanides as follows:
The Court does not thereby speculate about what will be done; it none the less sentences in the light 
of what the possibilities are.  So here: the court sentences knowing that if the Parole Board cancels the 
parole for breach it may also require the unexpired portion of the earlier sentence, or perhaps some 
portion of it, to be served in prison; and further that, if that occurs, the new sentence must be served 
additionally unless it otherwise orders by reason of exceptional circumstances.85

3.30 The Court of Appeal86 dismissed Piacentino’s appeal.  In doing so, it overturned the approach it 
had previously adopted in Orphanides.

82 R v Piacentino (2007) 15 VR 501, 507.

83 (2007) 15 VR 501 (‘Orphanides’).

84 DPP v Reid [2004] VSCA 105 (Unreported, Charles, Batt, Vincent JJA, 4 June 2004).

85 R v Orphanides (2002) 130 A Crim R 403, 413–14.

86 This was convened as a court of five judges, rather than the usual three.
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3.31 It held that section 5(2AA) did not allow a sentencing judge to have regard to what action the 
APB might take in relation to an offender’s parole.  Therefore, if an offender is being sentenced for 
offences committed while on parole and at the time of sentence parole has not been revoked, a 
sentencing judge may not have regard to the possibility that the APB may later revoke parole and 
the offender may be required to serve all or part of the parole sentence.87

3.32 As Piacentino’s parole had not been revoked at the time of sentence, the sentencing judge was 
not permitted to take into account the possibility that the APB might later revoke his parole and 
require him to serve the one year, four months and 10 day parole sentence.  The sentencing judge 
could only sentence on the facts which were in existence at the time of sentence.

Impact on Totality
3.33 In overturning the Orphanides principle and adopting a new approach to section 5(2AA), the Court 

in Piacentino discussed the meaning and application of the totality principle in these circumstances.88 

3.34 It considered that, unless there was legislation prohibiting it, totality applies to an offender who is 
liable to serve an additional sentence by virtue of breach and revocation of parole.89  However, the 
timing of the parole revocation relative to sentence determined whether and how a sentencing 
judge might apply the totality principle.

3.35 If an offender’s parole has been revoked before sentence, the offender will already be serving 
the parole sentence when he or she faces sentence for the new offences.  The Court of Appeal 
confirmed that, in this situation, the sentencing judge must take this into account by having regard 
to, and when appropriate applying, the principle of totality in moderation of sentence.90

3.36 Although the Orphanides approach did allow totality to be applied when sentencing offenders 
where parole has not been revoked at the time of sentence, its application was limited.  The 
sentencing judge could only apply totality knowing there was a risk parole would be revoked.  
Without knowledge of whether parole would in fact be subsequently revoked the sentencing 
judge would not be certain of what the aggregate of the new and parole sentence might be and 
whether it would offend totality.91

3.37 The effect of the Piacentino interpretation of section 5(2AA) on the application of totality is that 
totality can no longer be applied when parole has not been revoked at the time of sentence.

3.38 The Court of Appeal acknowledged that section 5(2AA) does not explicitly address the totality 
principle, but is designed to reflect the common law position of the separation of the roles of 
the parole board and sentencing judges.92  However, it concluded that the section has the effect, 
intended or not, of preventing the operation of the totality principle.93

87 R v Piacentino (2007) 15 VR 501, 516.

88 Ibid 507–8.

89 Ibid 508.

90 Ibid 518.

91 Ibid 511.

92 Judges are to sentence on the basis that the whole head sentence will be served.

93 R v Piacentino (2007) 15 VR 501, 515.
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3.39 This is because, if a sentencing judge is asked to apply the principle of totality by having regard to 
the possibility that the APB might later revoke parole, the judge would be offending the express 
prohibition in section 5(2AA).  The Court of Appeal’s view was that the plain language of section 
5(2AA) did not allow a consideration of what the possibilities might be in relation to parole and 
that this included the recall of a prisoner to serve the balance of a parole sentence.94

3.40 In addition, the totality principle requires the court to have regard to both the sentence about 
to be imposed and the sentence which the offender is already serving, and to ensure that it is 
proportionate to the overall criminality involved in the offending.95  This could not be done by 
a sentencing judge if an offender’s parole had not yet been revoked without speculation as to 
whether or not the APB was going to revoke parole and require an offender to serve all or part 
of the parole sentence.

3.41 The Court of Appeal was careful to point out that it was section 5(2AA) which achieved the result 
of totality not being applied to offenders whose parole had not been revoked, not section 16(3B):

Nothing in the language of s 16(3B) suggests, in terms, that it is intended to diminish the totality 
principle.  By taking the principle of totality into account in fixing a final sentence for the new offence 
or offences, the sentencing judge would in no way be interfering with the operation of s 16(3B).96

3.42 Therefore, the interpretation of section 5(2AA) in Piacentino, as precluding consideration of future 
action by the APB,97 had the effect of making the timing of parole revocation a crucial factor in 
whether it could be taken into account and whether totality could be applied in sentencing.  This 
is summarised in the following statement by Eames JA in Piacentino:

I have concluded that … where the Parole Board has not yet revoked parole the sentencing judge is 
precluded from applying the totality principle; but it is s 5(2AA) that produces that result, not s 16(3B).  
On the other hand, I have concluded that where the Parole Board has already acted to revoke parole, 
by the time the offender falls to be sentenced for the offences constituting the parole breach, the 
sentencing judge is not precluded from applying the totality principle in framing sentence.98

3.43 The court left open the question of whether the subsequent parole revocation could constitute 
‘fresh evidence’99 for the purposes of an appeal against sentence.100

94 Ibid 515–16.

95 R v Sullivan [2005] VSCA 286 (Unreported, Charles, Buchanan and Eames JJ, 1 December 2005) [20] cited with approval in 
R v Hunter (2006) 14 VR 336.

96 R v Piacentino (2007) 15 VR 501, 515.

97 Ibid 520.

98 Ibid 506.

99 See Chapter 2, paragraphs 2.34 to 2.36 for the principles in relation to fresh evidence as set out in R v Duy Duc Nguyen [2006] 
VSCA 184 (Unreported, Maxwell P, Neave and Redlich JJA, 23 August 2006) [36].

100 R v Piacentino (2007) 15 VR 501, 529.  Another question which was raised was whether, in considering an appeal against 
sentence on this basis, the court could and should assume that the APB had regard to the totality principle in making a decision 
in relation to the parole sentence.
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The Decision in Alashkar
3.44 In Alashkar, the Court of Appeal considered whether parole revocation after sentence could 

constitute fresh evidence upon which an offender could lodge an appeal against sentence.101

3.45 The appellants, Alashkar and Tayar, argued that the subsequent cancellation of parole after the 
imposition of sentence and the consequent liability to serve the outstanding portion of the parole 
sentence constituted ‘fresh evidence’.  Accordingly the sentence should be reconsidered in the light 
of this evidence to ensure it did not offend the totality principle.102

Facts

Alashkar

3.46 Alashkar pleaded guilty to an offence of armed robbery which he committed while on parole for 
previous offences.

3.47 At the time he committed the new offence, he had a balance of two years, two months and 21 
days to serve on parole for the previous offences.

3.48 When he appeared in court to be sentenced for the new offences, the APB had not revoked 
Alashkar’s parole.

3.49 The sentencing judge sentenced him for the new offence to five years’ imprisonment with a non-
parole period of three years.

3.50 One month after he was sentenced, the APB cancelled Alashkar’s parole, requiring him to serve 
the additional period of two years, two months and 21 days outstanding on parole as a sentence 
of imprisonment.

3.51 This increased the overall effective sentence to be served by Alashkar to seven years, two months 
and 21 days, with a non-parole period of three years.

Tayar

3.52 Tayar pleaded guilty to one count of armed robbery and two counts of common assault which he 
committed while on parole for previous offences.

3.53 At the time he committed the new offences, he had a balance of two years parole to serve for the 
previous offences.

3.54 When he appeared in court to be sentenced for the new offences, the APB had not revoked 
Tayar’s parole.

3.55 The sentencing judge sentenced him for the new offences to six years’ imprisonment with a non-
parole period of four years.

3.56 Two months after he was sentenced, the APB cancelled Tayar’s parole, requiring him to serve the 
additional period of two years outstanding on parole as a sentence of imprisonment.

3.57 This increased the overall head sentence to eight years imprisonment with a non-parole period of 
four years.

101 R v Alashkar ; R v Tayar (2007) 17 VR 65, 66, 74, 78.

102 Ibid 66.
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Interpretation of Section 5(2AA)
3.58 In making its decision in relation to both appeals, the Court of Appeal approved the interpretation 

of section 5(2AA) in R v Piacentino.  It said:
[f ]irst Piacentino which gives effect to s 5(2AA) of the Sentencing Act also reflects the principle that 
a sentencing judge cannot take account of a risk that cannot be evaluated by the sentencing judge at 
the time of sentence.103

Parole Revocation as Fresh Evidence
3.59 The Court confirmed that fresh evidence in the context of sentencing can be evidence in relation 

to a factor that was not capable of being taken into account by the court at the time of sentence.  
Evidence of events which occur after sentence is admissible if it throws light on a circumstance 
which existed at the time of sentence.104  The Court cited with approval the following statement 
in relation to fresh evidence:105

it is permissible to have regard to events occurring after sentencing for the purpose of showing the 
true significance of facts which were in existence at the time of sentence.106

3.60 It held that when an offender is subject to a risk of parole being cancelled but at the time of 
sentence parole has not been revoked, the sentencing court is not in a position to take the matter 
into account due to lack of information.

3.61 The circumstance which exists at the time of sentence is the possibility that the offender may be 
required to serve all or part of the parole sentence.  The subsequent parole revocation after sentence 
confirms that this has occurred, which by virtue of the totality principle may justify a lesser sentence.107

3.62 The cancellation of parole after sentence and its consequences were therefore held to constitute 
fresh evidence which should be received by the Court as relevant to the reconsideration of 
sentence.108  This was not considered to be an expansion of the fresh evidence rule.109

Impact on Totality
3.63 This enables the principle of totality to be applied to all of the sentences (the new sentence and 

the parole sentence) being served by an offender.110

3.64 In making its decision, the Court referred to the unfairness to offenders and inconsistency in 
sentencing which would result if offenders who were sentenced before their parole had been 
revoked were denied the application of totality because the additional period of custody of the 
parole sentence could not be taken into account by operation of section 5(2AA).111

3.65 The Court then considered whether the sentence in each case should be varied in the light of fresh 
evidence of parole revocation having regard to the principle of totality.

103 Ibid 67.

104 Ibid 69.

105 Ibid 67.

106 R v Smith (1987) 44 SASR 587, 588 per King CJ.

107 R v Alashkar ; R v Tayar (2007) 17 VR 65, 68.

108 Ibid 69.

109 Ibid 71.

110 Ibid 69.

111 Ibid.
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3.66 In Alashkar’s case, the Court took into account his personal circumstances, his offending history, 
his parole history, the length of the original parole sentence and the sentence imposed.  The 
Court decided that the length of the sentence imposed for the new offending of five years’ 
imprisonment with a non-parole period of three years did not offend totality as it was not an 
‘unjust or inappropriate measure of the criminality involved’.112

3.67 In Tayar’s case, relevant factors were that he was young, he had a background of abuse and neglect 
and had been drug dependent.  There was also some evidence that he had matured and gained some 
insight into his offending behaviour.  Taking these matters and the seriousness of the offence into ac-
count, the Court concluded that the effect of the cancellation of parole resulted in a sentence that did 
offend the principle of totality.  It varied the sentence from six years’ imprisonment with a non-parole 
period of four years to a sentence of five years’ imprisonment with a non-parole period of three years.

Operation of Section 16(3B)
3.68 The Court of Appeal also considered the operation of section 16(3B) under the prohibition in 

section 5(2AA) when an offender is being sentenced and faces parole revocation.  Again, the 
timing of parole revocation is crucial in how the section may be applied.

3.69 If parole has not been cancelled at the time of sentence, a sentencing judge may not make an order 
pursuant to section 16(3B) for cumulation or concurrency of a new sentence on any possible parole 
sentence.  This is because the sentencing judge would be required to have regard to the possible 
effect of any executive action by the APB which is prohibited by section 5(2AA).

3.70 If parole has already been cancelled at the time of sentence, an order may be made pursuant to 
section 16(3B).  This is because the offender is already serving the parole sentence.  The sentencing 
judge can therefore have regard to it when considering the appropriate sentence to be imposed 
for the new offences and whether the sentences should be served cumulatively or whether there 
are exceptional circumstances to justify concurrency.113

Consequences and Implications
3.71 There are three primary consequences and implications of the Court of Appeal decisions in 

Piacentino and Alashkar.

3.72 First, the decisions ensure the fair and consistent application of totality in the sentencing of offenders 
who offend while on parole irrespective of the timing of parole revocation relative to sentence.

3.73 Second, a practical consequence of the decisions is that there may be an increase in the number of 
appeals against sentence on this ground, requiring the Court of Appeal to reconsider sentences in 
the light of fresh evidence of subsequent parole revocation.  However, as is discussed at paragraphs 
[3.89]–[3.90], while the number of appeals has increased, the additional appeals represent a small 
proportion of appeals in the Court of Appeal (15 appeals or 2.5 per cent of total sentence appeals 
finalised since January 2007).

3.74 Third, an implication of these decisions is that the timing of the parole revocation is crucial to the 
procedure through which it can be taken into account in sentencing, either via sentence in the trial 
court or resentencing on appeal.  There may be a number of factors which influence this timing issue.

112 Ibid 75.

113 Ibid 70–1.
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Application of Totality
3.75 One important policy implication of the decisions is that they provide a process for ensuring that 

totality is applied to the sentencing of all offenders who are required to serve a parole sentence 
due to parole being revoked, in addition to the sentence for the further offending.

3.76 The effect of the decisions is that totality can be applied fairly and consistently in sentencing, 
irrespective of whether parole revocation occurs prior to or after the imposition of sentence.

3.77 This approach is a more satisfactory way of applying totality than the previous approach, which 
allowed a sentencing judge to sentence in the light of the possibility of parole revocation.

3.78 The previous Orphanides approach only allowed for a limited application of the totality principle as 
it could only be applied in the context of the risk of parole being revoked.  Without knowledge or 
speculation as to whether parole would be subsequently revoked, the sentencing judge would not 
be certain of what the aggregate of the new and parole sentences might be and thus would not be 
able to assess whether it would offend totality.

3.79 This approach also enables the consistent application of section 16(3B) which applies to sentences 
imposed on offenders who must serve an additional sentence by virtue of parole revocation.

3.80 This is so irrespective of the timing of parole revocation.  If parole has been revoked before 
sentence, a sentencing court may make an order for cumulation or concurrency (if there are 
exceptional circumstances) in relation to the new sentence and parole sentence.  If parole is 
revoked after sentence and an appeal against sentence is allowed on this basis, the Court of Appeal 
may make a similar order in relation to the new and parole sentences.

Parole Questions – Application of Totality

1. Should totality apply in the sentencing of offenders who commit offences while on parole, 
irrespective of whether parole is revoked before or after sentence?

2. If so, what are the justifications for the application of totality in these circumstances?

3. If not, why should totality not apply in sentencing in these circumstances?

4. Are there any broader policy implications for the application of totality in the sentencing 
of such offenders?
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Effect on the Court of Appeal
3.81 The second consequence of these decisions may be an increase in the number of applications for 

leave to appeal against sentence and appeals heard by the Court of Appeal.  This may have an 
effect on the listings and workload of the Court.

3.82 The decisions provide a new ground of appeal on the basis of fresh evidence of parole revocation.  
The evidence of parole revocation must throw light on the possibility that existed at the time of 
the sentence, that is, that parole may be revoked.  If parole is revoked after sentence, an offender 
may apply for leave to appeal.  If leave is granted, the Court will then hear the appeal and decide 
if the fresh evidence is to be accepted.

3.83 The mere revocation of parole will not necessarily justify a variation of sentence.  If the fresh 
evidence is accepted, the sentence is reconsidered in the light of the parole sentence required to 
be served.  If the resultant overall head sentence is disproportionate to the overall criminality of 
the offending behaviour and offends the principle of totality, the appeal will be allowed and a new 
sentence imposed.

3.84 For example in R v Czerniawsky,114 the offender was on parole for armed robbery, burglary and 
theft when he committed an offence of attempted robbery.  He pleaded guilty and was sentenced 
to four years’ imprisonment with a non-parole period of two years and six months.  Six days 
after sentence, the APB revoked Czerniawsky’s parole.  This resulted in the addition of a parole 
sentence of six months and two days to the head sentence.  The total effective head sentence was 
four years, six months and two days.  On appeal, this was not regarded as a violation of the totality 
principle for the offending behaviour.

3.85 This can be compared with R v Thompson,115 where the parole sentence was considered to result 
in an overall head sentence which was disproportionate to the offending behaviour.  The offender 
had received a sentence of 23 months’ imprisonment with a non-parole period of 15 months 
for offending committed on parole.  After this sentence was imposed, his parole was revoked, 
requiring him to serve an additional sentence of three years’ imprisonment outstanding on his 
parole.  Due to the unprecedented length of the parole sentence and its length compared to the 
new sentence, the Court of Appeal varied the sentence on the basis of the totality principle to 
properly reflect the criminality involved.

3.86 The current appeal procedure ensures that offenders whose parole is revoked after sentence 
can have the parole sentence taken into account and thus have totality applied.  The practical 
implications of this process on the Court of Appeal must be balanced with considerations relating 
to the application of sentencing principles, such as totality.

3.87 An examination of appeals against sentence since the decision of Piacentino indicates that the 
increase in the number of appeals may be less significant than expected.

114 [2009] VSCA 2 (Unreported, Kellam and Weinberg JJA, 3 February 2009).

115 [2009] VSCA 13 (Unreported, Nettle and Dodds-Streeton JJA, 6 February 2009).
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3.88 In the two years between 23 March 2007 and 2 April 2009, there have been 15 appeals against 
sentence finalised by the Court of Appeal relating to the ground of fresh evidence of parole 
revocation.116  This comprises 2.5 per cent of the 598 total appeals against sentence finalised by the 
Court of Appeal from January 2007 to March 2009.117  In eight cases, the appeal was allowed and 
the sentence was varied in the light of the parole revocation.

3.89 Fresh evidence of parole revocation may not be the only ground of appeal relied on; therefore in 
some cases the appeal against sentence may have been lodged in any event on other grounds.  Of 
the 15 matters which have been heard by the Court of Appeal, six matters had fresh evidence of 
parole revocation as the only ground of appeal.  The remaining nine matters had other additional 
grounds of appeal against sentence.

3.90 As at March 2009 there were 297 appeals against sentence pending (filed but not finalised) in the 
Court of Appeal,118 some of which may also involve the ground of fresh evidence of parole revo-
cation.119

Parole Questions – Effect on the Court of Appeal 

5. How will the current appeal procedure affect stakeholders in the criminal justice system?

6. Will there be any consequences from the increase in the number of appeals? If so, what 
are they likely to be?

7. Should any consequent increase in appeals justify restricting the application of totality in 
sentencing?

116 This includes the case of Piacentino.  Three of these cases involved an appeal on the ground that the sentencing judge had failed 
to take into account parole revocation which had occurred prior to sentence.  One case involved an appeal on the basis that 
the sentencing judge had incorrectly applied the previous Orphanides approach and taken into account the possibility of parole 
revocation.

117 Data provided by Court of Appeal, Supreme Court of Victoria.

118 Data provided by Court of Appeal, Supreme Court of Victoria.

119 These data have not been determined at this stage.
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Timing of Parole Revocation
3.91 An implication of the decisions and the Court of Appeal’s interpretation of section 5(2AA) is that 

the timing of parole revocation is crucial to the avenue through which it can be taken into account 
in the sentencing process.

3.92 If parole revocation occurs before sentence, the sentencing judge can have regard to the parole 
sentence in imposing a sentence for the new offending.  If the parole revocation has not occurred 
at the time of sentence, the sentencing judge cannot have regard to the possible parole sentence.  
If parole revocation then occurs after sentence, the offender must apply for leave to appeal against 
sentence in the Court of Appeal.  If leave is given and the appeal is allowed, the Court of Appeal 
may resentence the offender if the original sentence offends totality.

3.93 Although it is possible to determine how many offenders have parole revoked in a particular 
period due to further offending, it is difficult to predict whether the timing of parole revocation is 
likely to fall before or after sentence and thus lead to a possible appeal against sentence.

3.94 In 2007–08, 111 parole orders were cancelled due to conviction and sentence.  This comprises 
25.0 per cent of the 435 parole orders cancelled in total.120  However, not all of these 111 cases 
will necessarily result in an appeal against sentence.  This will only occur if the decision to revoke 
parole is made after sentence has been imposed for the further offending.  The decision to cancel 
parole and the timing of this decision by the APB may depend on a number of factors, including 
the seriousness and type of offending, the remaining parole period, the offender’s performance on 
parole, the long-term rehabilitation of the offender and the sentence imposed.

3.95 A greater level of information sharing between the courts and the APB may influence the timing of 
parole revocation.  However, it may also raise questions in relation to the propriety and processes 
for the sharing of information between sentencing courts and parole boards.

Parole Questions – Timing of Parole Revocation

8. Should the imposition of sentence occur before the Adult Parole Board considers its 
decision to revoke parole? Why/Why not?

9. Are there any policy or practical impediments to the sentencing court conveying 
information relating to sentence to the Adult Parole Board prior to its imposition?

10. Should the Adult Parole Board be required to consider its decision to revoke parole 
before sentence is imposed for the new offending?

120 Adult Parole Board of Victoria (2008), above n 63, 19.
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Options for Reform
3.96 This section poses a number of points for discussion relating to the options for reform in relation 

to the sentencing of offenders who face parole revocation where parole is revoked after the 
imposition of sentence.

Parole Option 1 – Reconsideration or ‘Perfection’ of Sentence
3.97 The first option is to create an alternative process through which the original sentencing judge 

or court, rather than the Court of Appeal, can reconsider a sentence if parole is subsequently 
revoked and vary or confirm the sentence in the light of the parole revocation.

3.98 This option ensures a consistent application of totality by a sentencing court irrespective of the 
timing of parole revocation.  It also addresses any effect on the Court of Appeal by avoiding 
appeals against sentence for subsequent parole revocation.

3.99 This approach enables the consistent application of section 16(3B), irrespective of the timing of 
parole revocation.  If parole is revoked before sentence, a sentencing court may make an order 
for cumulation or concurrency (if there are exceptional circumstances) in relation to the new and 
parole sentences.  If parole is revoked after sentence and the matter is to be reconsidered by the 
sentencing court, a similar order may be made.

3.100 In Piacentino and Alashkar, the Court of Appeal expressed the view that it was not appropriate 
for it to act as a primary sentencing court if parole is revoked after sentence.  It was the Court’s 
view that the sentencing judge is best placed to consider whether any subsequent events warrant 
variation of sentence.

3.101 It is unclear how this option could be enacted in legislation.  Currently, on an appeal against sentence 
the Court of Appeal may quash the sentence and remit the matter back to the sentencing court 
with directions in relation to further hearing of the matter.121  However, this process still requires 
an appeal to be lodged and heard by the Court of Appeal (including an application for leave).

3.102 The preferred process may be to allow the offender to apply directly to the sentencing court in 
which he or she was sentenced to have the matter reconsidered.  There are two methods by 
which this may be achieved.

121 Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) s 568(5), (6).
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Reconsideration of Sentence

3.103 The Sentencing Act could be amended to allow a sentencing judge to reconsider a sentence 
imposed on an offender for offences committed on parole upon application by the offender if 
parole is revoked after sentence is imposed.  If the application for reconsideration is successful, the 
sentencing judge (or court if the original judge was not available) may reconsider the sentence in 
the light of the parole revocation and, if it offends the totality principle, recall the sentence imposed 
and resentence the offender.

3.104 In the interests of finality of litigation,122 generally, a court does not have the power to reconsider, 
amend or set aside a judgment or order once it has been passed into court record.123  The 
common law position is that if there are subsequent events after sentence (not captured by the 
fresh evidence rule) the review of a sentence should be undertaken by executive government.124

3.105 There are exceptions to this to allow for corrections of accidental errors or omissions.  The 
Sentencing Act allows a judge to amend a sentence if it contains a clerical mistake, an accidental 
error or mistake, a defect of form, or if it fails to deal with a matter it would have dealt with if 
attention had been drawn to it.125  The Act also allows other sentencing errors, such as a failure of 
a sentencing court to set a non-parole period, to be corrected by application to a higher court.126

3.106 There are also several other exceptions to the common law position where in specific situations 
a sentencing court has the power to reconsider and vary sentences in the absence of any error by 
the court.127

3.107 The most comparable example to subsequent parole revocation is the provisions in the Sentencing 
Act which allow for a sentencing court to reconsider a sentence and vary, confirm or cancel a 
sentence order.  These powers apply to particular sentence orders where an offender breaches 
the order or if the offender can no longer comply with the order due to a material change in the 
offender’s circumstances.

3.108 A sentencing court has the power to vary, confirm or cancel a sentencing order which it has 
imposed if the offender is found to have breached the order or failed to comply with it.  This 
applies to suspended sentences of imprisonment,128 intensive correction orders,129 combined 
custody and treatment orders,130 drug treatment orders,131 home detention orders,132 community-
based orders133  and adjourned undertakings.134

122 Bailey v Marinoff (1971) 125 CLR 529, 539.

123 Jovanovic v The Queen (1999) 106 A Crim R 538, [15].

124 R v Munday [1981] 2 NSWLR 177, 178.  See also R v C [2004] SASC 244, [2]–[3], [32]–[36], [144], [133]–[134] for opposing 
views as to the post-sentence reduction of sentence based on cooperation with authorities.  See also Australian Law Reform 
Commission (2005), above n 8, [16.24] where support was not given for a wider power for a court to reconsider a sentence 
when there is new information relating to events occurring after sentence or where there is a fundamental change in the cir-
cumstances after sentence.

125 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 104A.

126 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 13.

127 Australian Law Reform Commission (2005), above n 8, [16.3].

128 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 31.

129 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 26(3A).

130 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 18W(5).

131 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 18ZL(1).

132 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 18ZZI(1), 18ZZK(3) (reconsideration of sentence by the APB).

133 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 47(3A).

134 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 79(4).
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3.109 Further, if an offender is sentenced for another offence committed while on a home detention 
order, a sentencing court has the power to revoke the order.  If a sentence of imprisonment is 
imposed for the further offence, the court must revoke the home detention order and resentence 
the offender for the remaining period of imprisonment unexpired on the order.135

3.110 Sentences can also be reconsidered and varied or cancelled by sentencing courts upon application 
by the offender on the ground that his or her circumstances have materially altered since sentence, 
rendering the offender unable to comply with the order.  This applies to intensive correction 
orders,136 combined custody and treatment orders,137 community-based orders138 and adjourned 
undertakings.139

3.111 Similar powers also exist in other jurisdictions which allow for the reconsideration of sentence, 
in the absence of any error, on the basis of new information or a change in circumstances of the 
offender after sentence140 or for breaches of sentence orders.141

3.112 Another exception is sentencing legislation which allows for resentencing if an offender fails 
to comply with an undertaking to cooperate or assist authorities and had received a reduced 
sentence.  In Western Australia, a sentencing judge may ‘recall’ an order imposing a reduced 
sentence if the offender reneges on the promise to assist.142  Queensland sentencing legislation 
allows for the reopening of proceedings and resentencing if an offender fails to cooperate under 
the undertaking.143

135 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 18ZZO.

136 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 25.

137 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 18VA.

138 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 46.

139 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 78.

140 Crimes (Administration of Sentences) Act 1999 (NSW) s 115(2)(b).

141 Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) s 20A(5)(a)(i), (c)(i), 20AC(6)(b).

142 Sentencing Act 1995 (WA) s 37A.

143 Penalties and Sentences Act 1992 (Qld) s 188(2), (3).  This provision also allows for the correction of sentences in other 
situations, such as errors, the imposition of a sentence which is not in accordance with the law, failure to impose a sentence 
which is legally required or where there has been a failure to fix a non-parole period.
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 ‘Perfection’ of Sentence

3.113 The term ‘to perfect’ in relation to a legal order means to complete or take the steps required so 
that it may be enforceable by law.  The term is most commonly used in the law of equity where 
a gift can be ‘perfected’, rendering it legally enforceable.144  For example, a court might intervene 
to perfect a gift of money to another person which a testator intended to make before death but 
was imperfect because it failed to comply with all legal requirements.145

3.114 Under this method, the Sentencing Act could be amended to allow a sentencing judge to impose 
a sentence but order that such a sentence not be ‘perfected’ until the APB has made a decision 
within a specified time limit as to whether to revoke parole.

3.115 The Corrections Act could then be amended to require that, when an offender is sentenced for 
offences committed on parole, the APB must make a decision relating to parole revocation within 
three months of the sentence being imposed.

3.116 If parole were revoked within the three month period, the offender would have liberty to apply 
to the sentencing judge to consider the sentence imposed in the light of parole revocation.  If the 
parole sentence results in an overall effective sentence which offends the totality principle, the 
sentencing judge would have the power to alter the original sentence.  However, if the resultant 
effective sentence does not offend totality, the sentencing judge may ‘perfect’ the original sentence 
imposed.

3.117 Under this method, if the three month period elapses and parole is not revoked, provision can 
be made for the ‘automatic perfection’ of the sentence without any order being made by the 
sentencing judge.  Accordingly, the APB will not have the jurisdiction to make a decision relating to 
parole once the three month period has elapsed.

144 See Strong v Bird (1874) LR 18 Eq 315 for the rule in relation to the perfection of imperfect gifts; applied in Blackett v Darcy 
(2005) 62 NSWLR 392, 395.

145 ‘Deeds and Other Instruments: (III) Equity’, Halsbury’s Laws of Australia, [140–150] <http://www.lexisnexis.com/au/legal/auth/
checkbrowser.do?t=1241576143703&bhcp=1> at 6 May 2009.
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Implications

3.118 An implication of the ‘perfection’ method is that a restriction is placed on the APB’s discretion 
in making decisions in relation to parole, whereas the ‘reconsideration’ method imposes no such 
restriction.

3.119 However, both the reconsideration and perfection methods have the advantage of allowing the 
APB to consider the sentence imposed for the new offences in deciding whether parole should 
be revoked.  In addition, they are compatible with the operation of the current restriction on the 
jurisdiction of the APB to revoke parole where parole is expired.  In these cases, the APB can only 
revoke parole if a prison sentence of more than three months is imposed.146

3.120 Both methods under this option address the potential impact the decisions may have on the 
Court of Appeal.  However, they may have implications for the resources and operations of higher 
sentencing courts, where the issue may arise more frequently.147

3.121 There may be delays between imposition and reconsideration or perfection of sentence.  Such de-
lays in getting matters relisted for reconsideration or perfection may result in disadvantages to vic-
tims or offenders required to wait for sentences to be confirmed.  This may be particularly so where 
there are co-offenders or where there are anticipated appeals against conviction or sentence.

3.122 The requirement that sentencing courts reconsider sentences in cases where parole has 
subsequently been revoked may also impose a burden on the workload of courts.  This burden 
is likely to be significant if there is no provision made for automatic perfection of the order after 
the expiry of the three month period.  Without this, sentencing judges would be required to take 
the additional step of perfecting the order in all cases where the matter has gone before the APB, 
regardless of the outcome of the APB’s deliberations.

3.123 In addition there may be issues, particularly in relation to the perfection method, concerning the 
lack of finality of the order for sentence which may limit the enforceability of the sentence by 
Corrections.

3.124 A sentencing judge may alter or vary any order made any time before the record of the Court if 
completed.148  However, there is authority which suggests that admission and detention in custody 
without a completed order may be unlawful.  In R v His Honour Judge Rapke Ex Parte Curtis, it 
was held that an offender could only be admitted and detained in a psychiatric hospital upon 
production of an order signed by the sentencing judge.  As the order had never been signed by the 
sentencing judge, the offender’s admission and detention was unlawful and ‘could not be relied on 
as the completion of the proceedings in which the order was made’.149

3.125 The uncertainty surrounding the finalisation of sentence may also be incompatible with rights 
recognised under the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act, such as the right not to be 
subject to arbitrary arrest or detention.

146 Corrections Act 1986 (Vic) s 77(5).

147 The 15 cases heard and determined by the Court of Appeal since Piacentino all involved appeals against sentences imposed in 
the County Court.

148 R v His Honour Judge Rapke Ex Parte Curtis [1975] VR 641, 645; applying R v Hodgkinson [1954] VLR 140, 145; R v Brattoli [1971] 
VR 446, 448.

149 R v His Honour Judge Rapke Ex Parte Curtis [1975] VR 641, 645.
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Discussion Points – Parole Option 1 (Reconsideration or ‘Perfection’ of Sentence)

In relation to this option, the Council is interested in your views and comments on the 
following points:

a. The legal implications of the Court of Appeal resentencing offenders where there is fresh 
evidence of parole revocation.

b. The legal implications of the reconsideration of sentence by sentencing courts rather 
than appeal courts.

c. The legal implications of the perfection of sentencing orders by sentencing courts.

d. The implications of the issues identified in relation to the finality of orders.

e. Which of the ‘reconsideration’ or ‘perfection’ methods is more appropriate and why.

f. The impact that this option may have on particular sentencing courts.

g. The impact that this option may have on victims and/or offenders.

h. The practical implications of this option.
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Parole Option 2 – The APB to Apply Totality
3.126 A second option is that, in cases where offenders are sentenced before parole is revoked, the APB 

could have regard to the principle of totality in making a decision to revoke parole or when making 
decisions as to the further release of the offender on parole.

3.127 In Piacentino, Justice Eames referred to the wide discretion of the APB and the possibility that it 
may have regard to the factor of totality when making decisions in relation to parole to avoid any 
potential disadvantage to an offender who has not had parole revocation taken into account when 
sentenced.150

3.128 Currently, the time an offender has spent on parole is not deducted from the parole sentence re-
quired to be served if parole is revoked.  However, the APB currently has a wide discretion to give 
credit to an offender for time spent on parole by reducing the amount of time served on parole.151

3.129 Under this option, if parole has been revoked at the time of sentence, the sentencing judge may 
apply totality by having regard to the parole sentence in imposing sentence.  If sentence is imposed 
before parole is revoked, the APB may apply totality by having regard to the sentence imposed in 
making a decision in relation to parole.

3.130 This option addresses the possible effect that these decisions may have on the Court of Appeal by 
removing the need for offenders to appeal against sentence if parole is subsequently revoked after 
sentence.

3.131 While this option seeks to address the totality and timing issues by ensuring that totality is applied 
irrespective of the timing of parole revocation, the application of totality may not be necessarily 
consistent.  The timing of the parole revocation will determine whether totality is applied by the 
sentencing court or by the APB.  This may result in different sentencing outcomes dependent on 
the extent to which the APB can take totality into account in making decisions in relation to parole 
revocation and release of offenders on parole.

3.132 In addition, this approach does not allow for a consistent application of section 16(3B) in relation 
to cumulation or concurrency of the parole sentence with the new sentence.  The extent to which 
section 16(3B) can be applied will depend on the timing of the parole revocation.

3.133 If parole is revoked before sentence, a sentencing court may make an order for cumulation or 
concurrency (if there are exceptional circumstances) in relation to the new sentence and parole 
sentence.

3.134 If parole is revoked after sentence, the APB may have regard to totality in making a decision 
in relation to parole revocation but the APB has no power to make any orders in relation to 
cumulation or concurrency.  The parole sentence will automatically be required to be served 
cumulatively on the new sentence.  Therefore, offenders whose parole has not been revoked 
at the time of sentence may be disadvantaged if there are exceptional circumstances which may 
justify an order for concurrency pursuant to section 16(3B).

150 R v Piacentino (2007) 15 VR 501, 517.

151 Corrections Act 1986 (Vic) s 77(7A).
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Discussion Points – Parole Option 2 (The Adult Parole Board to Apply Totality)

In relation to this option, the Council is interested in your views and comments on the 
following points:

a. The appropriateness of the Adult Parole Board having regard to a sentence imposed for 
further offending before making a decision to revoke parole.

b. Whether the Adult Parole Board can take totality into account in making a decision as to 
whether or not to revoke parole and if so how this could be done.

c. The appropriateness of the Adult Parole Board applying totality to offenders who are 
sentenced for offences committed on parole.

d. Whether this is likely to result in inconsistencies in sentencing outcomes.

e. The practical implications of this option.
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Parole Option 3 – Parole Revocation Before Sentence
3.135 A third option is to ensure that the decision relating to parole revocation always occurs before 

sentence to enable the sentencing judge to take the parole sentence into account and thus apply 
the totality principle in determining sentence.

3.136 This addresses any effect on the Court of Appeal from increased appeals, as parole revocation 
would not arise as fresh evidence after a sentence and give rise to a ground of appeal.  Under this 
option, the sentencing judge will also be in a position to make an order pursuant to section 16(3B) 
for cumulation or concurrency (if there are exceptional circumstances).

3.137 This could be achieved by amending the Sentencing Act to allow a sentencing judge to adjourn 
sentence proceedings until after the APB has made a decision in relation to parole.  This could 
include a limit on the length of time for such an adjournment (such as three months).

3.138 If there is no restriction on the timing of the APB’s decision, sentencing matters may be adjourned 
part-heard for undetermined periods.  This may cause listing difficulties for sentencing courts.  
Unquantified delays in sentencing may also have an effect on victims and offenders, particularly 
those offenders who are in custody awaiting sentence, or where there are co-offenders in the 
same matter or anticipated appeals against conviction or sentence.

3.139 Therefore, the Corrections Act could also be amended to require the APB to make a decision in 
relation to parole prior to sentence being imposed or within a specified period of time (such as 
three months) after it has been notified of the conviction for further offending.

3.140 These amendments would allow a sentencing judge, in cases where parole has not been revoked 
at the time of sentence, to adjourn sentencing for up to three months.  Within this time, the APB 
would be required to make a decision in relation to parole revocation.  After the three month 
period has elapsed the APB cannot revoke parole and the offender must be sentenced.

3.141 This method imposes a restriction on the decision making processes of the APB.  This may raise 
a number of issues.  For example, the APB may not be notified of the breach of parole until after 
sentence has already been imposed.  The infringement on the decision making processes of the 
APB may also inappropriately fetter its discretion in relation to parole.

3.142 In addition, the sentencing court may not be informed that the offender faces parole revocation.  
The possibility of a three month delay between adjournment and sentence may also cause listing 
difficulties for courts and impact on victims and offenders.  This may be less than if the adjournment 
was for an unrestricted length of time.

3.143 An important implication under this option is that the APB will not be in a position to consider the 
sentence imposed for the new offences in deciding whether parole should be revoked.

3.144 Further, due to the restriction on the power of the APB to revoke parole under section 77(5) of 
the Corrections Act, the APB will not have the jurisdiction to cancel parole where the parole period 
has expired but sentence has not been imposed.  This is because in these cases a sentence must 
be imposed of more than three months before the APB can revoke parole.  If the APB must make 
a decision to revoke parole before sentence is imposed, it will not be in a position to refer to this 
sentence.
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Discussion Points – Parole Option 3 (Parole Revocation Before Sentence)

In relation to this option, the Council is interested in your views and comments on the 
following points:

a. The retention of the Adult Parole Board’s discretion as to the timing of parole revocation.

b. Whether the Adult Parole Board should have regard to the sentence imposed before 
making a decision to revoke parole.

c. The policy considerations which arise out of the requirement that parole revocation occur 
before sentence.

d. The impact that this option may have on particular sentencing courts.

e. The impact that this option may have on the Adult Parole Board.

f. The practical implications of this option.
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Parole Option 4 – Automatic Revocation of Parole
3.145 Another option is to legislatively provide for automatic revocation of parole upon conviction or 

sentence of offenders for further offences committed on parole of a certain level of seriousness or 
punishable by imprisonment.  This option seeks to address the timing issue of parole revocation by 
providing that parole is automatically revoked upon conviction of further offending.

3.146 This option may also address the issue in relation to the application of totality as it brings certainty 
to the question as to whether parole will be revoked by the APB.   If an offender is convicted or 
sentenced for further offending, parole is automatically revoked.  Therefore, even if conviction 
happens on the same day as sentence, the sentencing judge will be able to sentence with the 
knowledge that parole has been revoked (revocation being the date of conviction).  Therefore, the 
sentencing judge will be permitted to take the parole revocation and consequent parole sentence 
into account in determining sentence for the new offending and apply totality without offending 
the prohibition in section 5(2AA).

3.147 Several other jurisdictions have provisions for the automatic revocation of parole, although the 
trigger for revocation varies.152  There is automatic revocation of federal parole if an offender 
commits another state, territory or federal offence and is sentenced to imprisonment for more 
than three months.153  In the Australian Capital Territory parole is automatically revoked upon an 
offender being convicted of an offence punishable by imprisonment.154

3.148 In Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory, parole is automatically 
revoked if an offender is sentenced to a term of imprisonment of any duration for offences 
committed while on parole.155

3.149 In South Australia, automatic revocation of parole occurs if an offender is sentenced to imprisonment 
for an offence committed on parole and the sentence is not suspended.  The offender is then 
liable to serve in prison the balance of the parole sentence.156  When an offender is sentenced to 
imprisonment for the offences committed whilst on parole the court must have regard to the new 
total period of imprisonment that the offender must serve by virtue of the new sentence and the 
parole sentence (due to automatic revocation).157  This enables totality to be taken into account in 
the determination of sentence for the new offending.

3.150 If the discretion of the APB to revoke parole is removed and automatic revocation of parole is 
introduced in these circumstances, factors which the APB would ordinarily take into account in 
making the decision to revoke parole will not be considered.  This includes the remaining parole 
period, the performance of the offender on parole and compliance with other conditions, the long 
term rehabilitation of the offender and the nature and seriousness of the breaching offending.

152 There is no automatic revocation of parole in New South Wales and Western Australia.

153 Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) s 19AQ.

154 Crimes (Sentence Administration) Act 2005 (ACT) ss 149, 150.

155 Corrective Services Act 2006 (Qld) s 209; Correctional Services Act 1982 (SA) s 75; Corrections Act 1997 (Tas) s 79(3); Parole of 
Prisoners Act 1971 (NT) s 5(8).

156 Correctional Services Act 1982 (SA) s 75.

157 Correctional Services Act 1982 (SA) s 32(2).
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3.151 Consideration should also be given to the current restriction under section 77(5) of the Corrections 
Act on the APB’s power to revoke parole if the parole period has expired at the time of sentence.  
The restriction is that the APB can only revoke parole if a prison sentence of more than three 
months is imposed for the offending on parole.

3.152 This raises a number of questions, including whether this position should be maintained, and 
if so, how the provision should be amended to relate to automatic revocation.  If a version of 
the provision is continued under this option and the trigger for automatic parole revocation 
(conviction or sentence) occurs after the parole period has expired, the effect will be that parole 
is not automatically revoked.

Discussion Points – Parole Option 4 (Automatic Revocation of Parole)

In relation to this option, the Council is interested in your views and comments on the 
following points:

a. The legal and policy implications of the removal of the Adult Parole Board’s discretion to 
revoke parole in these circumstances.

b. What the trigger for automatic revocation should be and the reasons for this.

c. Whether automatic revocation should be limited to offending on parole for particular 
offending and how this should be classified.

d. The impact that this option may have on the Adult Parole Board.

e. The practical implications of this option.
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Other Options for Reform
3.153 The options set out above are based on assumptions made in relation to the implications of the 

Court of Appeal decisions.  There may be other options which may be further considered to 
address any issues which may arise in consultation.

3.154 In particular, the options presented above are based on the assumption that totality should apply 
in the sentencing of offenders who offend while on parole.

3.155 If the view is taken that totality should not apply in the sentencing of such offenders, this could be 
achieved by amending the Sentencing Act to provide that parole revocation and the consequent 
parole sentence are never relevant to the determination of sentence for the further offending, 
irrespective of the timing of parole revocation.

3.156 Although this option would address the impact that fresh evidence appeals may have on the Court 
of Appeal and the timing issues in relation to parole revocation, it prohibits the application of 
totality in sentencing offenders for offences committed on parole.  There do not appear to be any 
overriding policy reasons as to why totality should not apply to the sentencing of such offenders.

3.157 Another potential option may be to amend the Sentencing Act to provide that only parole revocation 
which occurs prior to sentence is relevant to sentence, thus prohibiting an appeal against sentence 
upon subsequent parole revocation.  However, this option will result in an inconsistent and 
unequal application of the totality principle dependent on the timing of parole revocation relevant 
to sentence.  This may cause unfairness to offenders and inconsistencies in sentencing outcomes.  
It may also result in the adoption of practices to avoid offenders being sentenced before parole 
revocation, such as delaying the sentencing for the further offending.

3.158 Another option which has not been explored is to amend the Sentencing Act to revert to the 
approach used previously by sentencing courts as set down in Orphanides, permitting a sentencing 
judge to have regard to the possibility of parole revocation.  This option is also limited in its 
ability to address the totality and timing implications of the decisions.  This has implications for 
the consistency and fairness of the sentencing process.  The distinction between taking into 
account the possibility of parole revocation and speculating as to whether parole may be revoked 
is tenuous.  This option is also unlikely to reduce the number of appeals against sentence to the 
Court of Appeal.

Discussion Points – Preferred or Other Options for Parole

In relation to any of the options discussed in this paper, the Council is interested in your 
views and comments on the following points:

a. Of all the options, which is the most appropriate to address the consequences and 
implications of the Court of Appeal decisions and the reasons for this.

b. Whether any other options should be considered by the Council in more detail.

c. Whether there are any other legal, policy or practical implications to consider in assessing 
the options for reform.
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Chapter 4: Sentencing and Confiscation

Confiscation Orders

Background
4.1 The Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) (‘Confiscation Act’) creates the primary scheme in Victoria for 

confiscating the property158 of offenders who are charged and convicted for Victorian offences.159  
The scheme is primarily conviction based, but the mechanism for confiscation can vary dependent 
on the type of offence concerned.

4.2 The Act provides for confiscation through discretionary court ordered forfeiture, automatic 
forfeiture, discretionary civil forfeiture and discretionary pecuniary penalty orders.

4.3 Such measures date back to a number of ancient concepts in relation to the removal of the right 
to hold, inherit or dispose of property (attainder) and the confiscation of instruments of crime or 
damage (deodand).160

4.4 These and other common law concepts have been developed and adapted into modern legislative 
provisions as additional orders to sentencing or as sentences in their own right to remove the 
profits, benefits and instruments of crime.161  In particular, they have been developed to target 
forms of organised crime, such as serious drug and fraud offending and terrorist activities.162

4.5 In its current use, ‘forfeiture’ describes the procedure used to take away specific property belonging 
to an offender or someone else that is ‘tainted’ because it was either used in connection with, 
or was derived from, the commission of an offence.163  The term ‘confiscation’ is slightly broader 
and describes the procedure for taking away any financial benefits gained through criminal activity, 
through the making of a ‘pecuniary penalty order’.164

158 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 3 defines property broadly and includes real and personal property, such as money, bank accounts, 
real estate or vehicles.

159 Confiscation orders may be made under other Victorian legislation, for example, in relation to firearms or fisheries offences.  
See Judicial College of Victoria, ‘Forfeiture under other Statues’, Victorian Sentencing Manual [16.9] <www.justice.vic.gov.au/
emanuals/VSM/default.htm> at 17 March 2009.

160 For a detailed discussion of the history of forfeiture see Arie Freiberg and Richard Fox, ‘Fighting Crime with Forfeiture: Lessons 
From History’ (2000) 6 Australian Journal of Legal History 1–50.

161 Fox and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 470–1.

162 Victoria, ‘Second Reading Speech, Crimes (Confiscation of Profits) (Amendment) Bill 1991 (Vic)’, Parliamentary Debates, 
Legislative Assembly, 10 October 1991, 1151 (Jim Kennan, Attorney–General); Commonwealth, ‘Second Reading Speech,  
Proceeds of Crime Bill 2002 (Cth), Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 13 March 2002, 1112 (Daryl Williams, 
Attorney–General).

163 The Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 3 defines ‘tainted’ property as property used or intended to be used in connection with the 
commission of the offence or derived or realised (completely or substantially) directly or indirectly from the commission of the 
offence.

164 Fox and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 471.
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4.6 Confiscatory provisions are complex and vary in state and federal law165 according to the 
classification of offending and the type of order imposed.  Together they provide a complex 
framework for the confiscation of property or assets for criminal offending through many different 
methods.166

4.7 However, confiscation provisions share a number of common purposes.  These include the 
removal of property used in the commission of offences, preventing unjust enrichment by stripping 
offenders of the proceeds of crime, deterring individuals from engaging in criminal behaviour and 
reducing the capacity of offenders to finance future criminal activities.

Forfeiture
4.8 Court ordered forfeiture is provided for in Division 1 of the Confiscation Act.  If an offender is 

convicted of a Schedule 1 offence (any indictable offence or a specified summary offence),167 the 
DPP may apply for an order for forfeiture.168  If the court is satisfied that the property is tainted 
(used in connection with or derived from the commission of an offence)169 it may order that the 
property be forfeited.

4.9 For example, if an offender is convicted of armed robbery, the motor vehicle used as a getaway car 
in the commission of the offence could be forfeited to the Crown by order of a court.

4.10 Automatic forfeiture is provided for in Division 2 of the Confiscation Act.  If an offender is convicted 
of an automatic forfeiture offence (a Schedule 2 offence) and a restraining order170 has been 
made in respect of the property, it is automatically forfeited.  The forfeiture comes into effect 
automatically 60 days after the making of the restraining order or the conviction, whichever is 
later.171  Automatic forfeiture offences are primarily serious drug offences involving commercial 
quantities and serious fraud offences.

4.11 A restraining order prohibits an offender from disposing of or dealing with the property or any 
interest in property which has been restrained.  They are commonly used to preserve assets 
in matters where there may be orders for compensation172 or restitution173 for victims or 
confiscation.174

165 The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Cth) provides for forfeiture and confiscation orders under a civil forfeiture regime as distinct 
from a conviction based scheme.

166 Fox and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 472–3.

167 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) Sch 1.  This includes a Schedule 2 offence.

168 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 32.

169 This requires a ‘substantial connection’ between the property and the offence, although there is inconsistent authority on this 
(see DPP v Wright (Unreported, County Court of Victoria, Judge Morrow, 13 May 2004).

170 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 14(1).

171 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 35.

172 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 85B(1).

173 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 84.

174 If property is restrained for these purposes, restitution and compensation orders are to have priority over confiscation orders 
(Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 30).
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4.12 For automatic forfeiture offences, the DPP can apply for a restraining order over any property 
(irrespective of whether it is tainted) owned by an individual who has been charged with an 
automatic forfeiture offence (or 48 hours before charges have been laid).  Restraining orders can 
also be made up to six months after conviction for an automatic forfeiture offence.175

4.13 For example if an individual is charged with cultivation of a commercial quantity of cannabis, a 
restraining order may be made against the property connected to the offending, such as the 
house in which the cannabis was grown, and any other property owned by the individual, such as 
motor vehicles and jewellery.  In the absence of exclusion applications, all of this property would 
be automatically forfeited to the Crown if the individual were convicted.

4.14 Although the conversion of a restraining order into a forfeiture order is automatic, a judge may 
make an order excluding some of the property from forfeiture.  A person applying for an exclusion 
order (including the offender) must show, on the balance of probabilities, that the interest sought 
to be excluded was lawfully acquired, that the property is not tainted and he or she will not be 
required to pay pecuniary penalty, restitution or compensation orders.176

4.15 In the automatic forfeiture example above, the defendant’s wife could apply for an exclusion order 
in relation to property she could show was owned by her and not connected to the offending, for 
example the jewellery and a motor vehicle.  If successful, these items could be excluded by a judge 
from automatic forfeiture.

4.16 Civil forfeiture is provided for in Part 4 of the Confiscation Act.  If an offender is found on the 
balance of probabilities to have committed a civil forfeiture offence,177 a civil forfeiture order can be 
made in respect of tainted property restrained under the automatic forfeiture provisions.178  This 
is so, irrespective of whether charges have been withdrawn, or the offender has been tried and 
acquitted.179  In cases of civil forfeiture the offender will not be facing a sentence for the forfeiture 
offence.

175 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 16(2), (3).  See Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 16(1) for restraining orders for Schedule 1 offences 
(court ordered forfeiture).

176 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) ss 20, 22.  See Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 21 for exclusion applications in relation to Schedule 1 
(court ordered forfeiture) offences and s 24 for exclusion applications in relation to civil forfeiture offences.

177 Automatic forfeiture offences are also civil forfeiture offences.  See Schedule 2 of the Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic).

178 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 37(1).

179 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) ss 37–8.  The order cannot be made unless there is a restraining order in place in relation to the 
property; however, applications can also be made for exclusion of interests from the order (Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 24).
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Pecuniary Penalty Orders
4.17 While forfeiture generally relates to specific property, which is directly connected to offending, 

confiscation tends to be connected to the removal of property identified as the proceeds of crime.  
This can be done through two different methods.

4.18 The first method is through the use of a forfeiture order to deprive the offender of any proceeds 
of crime identified as specific tainted property, for example, a motor vehicle purchased with the 
profits of drug trafficking.  This order is directed specifically against the property.

4.19 The second method is through the use of a pecuniary penalty order, by which an offender is 
required to pay a sum of money to the Crown equivalent to the value of the benefits assessed 
by the court to be derived from the offending behaviour.180  This is a civil order directed at the 
offender, rather than at particular property connected to the offending.

4.20 Pecuniary penalty orders are provided for in Part 8 of the Confiscation Act.  Upon application by the 
DPP,181 a pecuniary penalty order can be made by a court against a person convicted of a forfeiture 
offence or an automatic forfeiture offence.182  The DPP may also apply for a pecuniary penalty 
order on the basis of a civil standard of proof, if a defendant has been charged with an automatic 
forfeiture offence, irrespective of whether the charge has been withdrawn or finally determined.183

4.21 The calculation of ‘benefits’ generally includes the total money actually received from the 
commission of the offence, not taking into account any expenses.  This is distinguished from 
‘profits’ which refers to money received minus the expenditure incurred to derive the profits.184

4.22 In assessing benefits flowing from forfeiture offences, a court may have regard to any property, 
money (regardless of expenditure), benefit, service or financial advantage, increase in property 
value, or profits (including from any form of publication) derived from the forfeiture offence by the 
defendant or another person on the defendant’s behalf or at their request or direction.185  This 
could include, for example, money received by a defendant from the sale of stolen goods.

4.23 If the offence is an automatic or civil forfeiture offence, the assessment of benefits is much broader 
and requires no link to the forfeiture offence.  The court may treat as benefits all property in 
which the defendant has an interest and all expenditure of the defendant in the previous six years 
regardless of whether benefits were derived and whether they were derived in relation to an 
offence.186  For example, this could include all money in the bank account belonging to a defendant, 
even if half was derived from the sale of a commercial quantity of heroin and the other half derived 
through legitimate employment.

4.24 Property or expenditure can be excluded if the defendant can show on the balance of probabilities 
that it was lawfully acquired, not derived or realised from unlawful activity (or not tainted) or 
subject to any other confiscation order.187

180 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) ss 59, 64.

181 The Chief Commissioner of Police may also apply to the Magistrates’ or Children’s Court.

182 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 58(1), (2).

183 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 63(1).

184 R v El Cheikh [2004] VSCA 146 (Unreported, Batt, Vincent and Eames JJA, 30 July 2004) [10].

185 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 67.

186 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 68(3).  This does not include property which has been forfeited.

187 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 68(4).
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Section 5(2A)–(2B): Relevance of Confiscation 
to Sentencing
4.25 In some cases, confiscation has the effect of removing the profits of crime and preventing the 

unjust enrichment of the offender.  However, in other cases, where it extends beyond the mere 
removal of profits to the removal of property, which was not derived or used in the commission 
of an offence, confiscation may constitute punishment.

4.26 This is recognised in subsections 5(2AA) and (2B) of the Sentencing Act.  These provisions set 
out the way in which a sentencing court may or may not have regard to the confiscation of the 
property of an offender whom it is sentencing for offences which attract confiscatory sanctions.

4.27 These provisions were introduced to address previous uncertainty in relation to the way in 
which confiscation could be taken into account in sentencing.  In introducing the provisions in the 
Sentencing Act, the then Attorney-General said the following:

A major area of uncertainty in relation to criminal confiscation has been the complex relationship 
between confiscation proceedings, compensation, restitution and sentencing … In terms of the 
relationship between sentencing and confiscation, there have been difficulties in reconciling confiscation 
proceedings with the various aims of the sentencing process.

In particular, on occasions courts have been reluctant to make confiscation orders where to do 
so would impose a punishment which under general sentencing principles might be regarded as 
disproportionate or unduly harsh.188

4.28 The provisions provide that, in cases where the confiscation ‘goes further than merely disgorging 
ill-gotten gains’189 and has a punitive impact on the offender, it may be taken into account by 
a sentencing judge in determining an appropriate sentence.  In these cases, this allows for the 
application of the proportionality principle in determining sentence.

4.29 The provisions create two distinguishable categories of confiscation according to their relevance to 
sentencing.

Confiscation Not Relevant to Sentencing
4.30 Under these provisions, a sentencing court must not have regard to confiscation of profits when 

it relates solely to the property gained by the offender as a result of his or her criminal behaviour.  
This includes forfeiture orders relating to property derived from offending or pecuniary penalty 
orders which strip offenders of the net profits of crime (money received minus expenses incurred).

4.31 Such orders are designed to remove the profits of crime and restore the offender to the position 
he or she was in before the commission of the crime.  Under section 5(2A)–(2B) they are not 
permitted to be taken into account by a sentencing judge.

188 Victoria, ‘Second Reading Speech, Crimes (Confiscation of Profits) (Amendment) Bill 1991 (Vic)’, Parliamentary Debates, 
Legislative Assembly, 10 October 1991, 1153–4 (Jim Kennan, Attorney–General).

189 Ibid.
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Confiscation Relevant to Sentencing
4.32 In terms of relevance to sentencing, confiscation of profits (above) is distinguished from ‘instrument 

forfeiture’ and confiscation of the benefits of crime (described below).

4.33 Instrument forfeiture refers to forfeiture of property that was lawfully acquired but tainted by 
its use as an instrument in the commission of the offence.  The confiscation of benefits refers to 
pecuniary penalty orders which strip offenders of the benefits of crime (the total money received 
in excess of net profits).

4.34 Section 5(2A)–(2B) allows these types of confiscation to be taken into account in sentencing an 
offender.  The rationale for this lies in the punitive impact that such orders can have on offenders, 
in addition to the sentence which may be imposed.

4.35 Such orders are designed to remove the instruments and gross benefits of crime and have a 
deterrent effect on offenders by virtue of their potentially significant consequences.  In some cases, 
the order can go further than restoring the status quo and leave the offender in a different position 
than before the offending behaviour and thus be punitive.

4.36 In cases where confiscation is deemed to be punitive, the proportionality principle requires that 
the overall impact of confiscation and sentence on the offender be assessed by the sentencing 
judge.  If the overall punishment is disproportionate to the gravity of the offending, the sentence 
may be reduced on this basis.

4.37 In cases where section 5(2A)–(2B) would permit a sentencing judge to have regard to confiscation 
in imposing sentence, a number of issues may arise regarding the sequence of decisions in relation 
to sentence and confiscation.

4.38 The first difficulty is a practical one related to the timing of the confiscation relative to sentence.  
If confiscation has occurred before the imposition of sentence, the sentencing judge will be in a 
position to assess its impact on the offender and, if appropriate, take it into account in formulating 
sentence.  But how can a sentencing court have regard to relevant confiscation if, at the time of 
sentencing the offender, the confiscation matter has not been resolved? Can the sentencing court 
take into account the possibility or likelihood of confiscation if the offender is at risk of having 
property confiscated after sentence?

4.39 The second issue is the extent to which subsections 5(2AA) and (2B) affect the application of the 
proportionality principle.

4.40 When considering these difficulties, a number of complicating factors arise in relation to confiscation.  
There are many different legislative schemes providing for a broad range of methods of confiscation 
and forfeiture.  Confiscation can be mandatory or discretionary.  It can be determined by a criminal 
court or in a civil court.  It can be determined before conviction, at the time of conviction or after 
conviction.  Confiscation proceedings can in themselves be lengthy and involve a number of pre-
trial steps.  If offenders are at risk of having property confiscated, the likelihood of that ultimately 
occurring can also be difficult to predict.
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The Decision in McLeod
4.41 In McLeod, the Court of Appeal was required to consider the operation that section 5(2A)–(2B) 

of the Sentencing Act had on the extent to which different types of confiscation could be taken into 
account and proportionality applied when determining sentence.

Facts
4.42 The appellant, McLeod, was charged with a number of offences, including two automatic forfeiture 

offences relating to trafficking in a drug of dependence.  After he was charged, a restraining order 
was made against some of his property, including the family home, two motorcycles and money 
held in a bank account.  Under the automatic forfeiture provisions, the restrained property would 
be automatically forfeited 60 days after his conviction, unless an application for exclusion was 
made.

4.43 McLeod pleaded guilty in the County Court to the two counts of trafficking in a drug of dependence 
(methylamphetamine and ecstasy), one count of obtaining property by deception, one count of 
dealing with property suspected of being the proceeds of crime ($30,671 cash) and two other 
summary charges (a firearms and a driving offence).

4.44 At the time of the plea in mitigation on sentence, no application for exclusion was made.  The 
sentencing judge was informed that McLeod’s wife intended to make an application that her 
interest in the family home be excluded and that McLeod might also be entitled to do so.  The 
sentencing judge was informed that the liability of the house to forfeiture was therefore a matter 
for negotiation.

4.45 Two days before McLeod was sentenced, he and his wife applied for an exclusion order in relation 
to the family home, one of the motorcycles and the money held in the bank account, claiming 
that the property was lawfully acquired and not tainted.  The exclusion application was adjourned 
without opposition from the Crown, pending sentencing.

4.46 McLeod was sentenced to a total effective head sentence of three years and four months’ 
imprisonment, with a non-parole period of two years.  He was ordered to pay fines totalling 
$800.  The sentencing judge said that, as there was no available information as to what was likely 
to happen to the restrained property, the risk of forfeiture was not a matter that he took into 
account in sentencing.

4.47 After sentence, McLeod and his wife entered into terms of settlement with the DPP to resolve 
their exclusion application.  They agreed to pay $30,000 and to the automatic forfeiture of 
approximately $6,600 (the funds in the bank which had been the subject of the restraining order).  
The DPP agreed to release and discharge all other property from operation of the restraining 
order.  The $30,671 cash, which had been the subject of the proceeds of crime charge, had already 
been automatically forfeited to the Crown 60 days after his conviction.

4.48 McLeod appealed against his sentence to the Court of Appeal on the ground that the sentencing 
judge had failed to take into account in sentencing that some of his property was likely to be 
forfeited.  He argued that the consideration of sentence should be reopened, as the subsequent 
forfeiture of property after sentence was ‘fresh evidence’ as it showed the true significant of facts 
in existence at the time of sentence.190

190 R v McLeod (2007) 16 VR 682, 682, 684.
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Common Law
4.49 In making its decision, the Court of Appeal noted that there had been little discussion of this 

matter in case law.  Further, it noted that difficult questions arise as to how forfeiture legislation 
should interact with sentencing due to the various statutory provisions for confiscation.191

4.50 The Court examined at common law the circumstances in which confiscation had been considered 
to be punitive and relevant to sentencing as a matter of proportionality.  In doing so, it distinguished 
between forfeiture that removes the proceeds of crime and forfeiture that relates to lawfully 
acquired property (instrument forfeiture).

4.51 In general, the Court said that the stripping of proceeds of crime is not a penalty, but is necessary 
to prevent unjust enrichment.192  However, there were cases where forfeiture of the proceeds 
(profits and benefits) of crime has been treated as punishment and taken into account as a 
mitigating factor in sentence.193  For example, pecuniary penalty orders which relate entirely to 
proceeds from unlawful activity have been taken into account in sentencing where the order is 
likely to have an impact on the offender and his or her assets.194

4.52 It went on to say that, at common law, forfeiture of lawfully acquired property is relevant to penalty 
as it has a punitive and deterrent effect.  The principle of proportionality therefore requires it to 
be taken into account by a sentencing judge in determining sentence.

4.53 However, not all instrument forfeiture will necessarily result in a reduction in sentence.  The 
sentence may only be varied if the instrument forfeiture will have a disproportionate or deterrent 
effect on the offender.  The Court stated:

Disgorgement of benefits apart, forfeiture is relevant to penalty.  At common law, forfeiture of 
lawfully-acquired property has generally been regarded as a mitigating factor in sentencing, since it 
places the offender in a worse position than he/she was before the commission of the offence.  That is, 
forfeiture has a punitive or deterrent effect.  The sentencing principle of proportionality requires that 
the nature and extent of any forfeiture of property be considered in fixing the sentence.195

Section 5(2A)–(2B)
4.54 The Court then discussed how section 5(2A)–(2B) dealt with the relationship between forfeiture 

and sentencing.  They interpreted the section as follows:
A clear distinction is here drawn between forfeiture of the proceeds of crime which must be 
disregarded and other forfeiture of property.  Where forfeiture ‘constitutes punishment and not 
simply the deprivation of profits of crime, a sentencing judge can take that punishment into account 
in the determination of an appropriate sentence in all the circumstances’.  A failure to do so may 
constitute a sentencing error.196

191 Ibid 685.

192 Ibid.

193 See for example, R v Allen (1989) 41 A Crim R 51; R v Kardogeros [1991] 1 VR 269; R v McDermott (1990) 49 A Crim R 105; Stocks 
v The Queen (2000) 9 Tas R 210.   See also Australian Law Reform Commission, Confiscation that Counts: A Review of the Proceeds 
of Crime Act 1987, Report No. 87 (1999) 3.43; see also Arie Freiberg and Richard Fox, ‘Forfeiture, Confiscation and Sentencing’ 
in Brent Fisse, Graeme Coss and David Fraser (eds), The Money Trail: Confiscation of the Proceeds of Crime, Money Laundering, and 
Cash Transactions (1992) 106.

194 R v McDermott (1990) 49 A Crim R 105; applied in Tapper v The Queen (1992) 39 FCR 243, 249.

195 R v McLeod (2007) 16 VR 682, 685–6.

196 R v McLeod (2007) 16 VR 682, 687, citing R v El Cheikh [2004] VSCA 146 (Unreported, Batt, Vincent and Eames JJA, 30 July 
2004) [12] (Vincent JA).  See also R v Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165 (Unreported, Buchanan, Ashley and Neave JJA, 23 August 2007) 
[23]–[24] (Neave JA).
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4.55 Therefore the Court confirmed that the provisions prohibited a sentencing judge from having 
regard to ‘profit confiscation’, that is confiscation that relates to property which has been derived 
from the commission of a crime.197

4.56 It also confirmed that the provisions did allow a sentencing judge to have regard to instrument 
forfeiture relating to lawfully acquired but tainted property, or confiscation of the benefits, in 
excess of the profits, of crime.198

4.57 The Court pointed to authority where the failure of a court to take into account the forfeiture 
or likely forfeiture of lawfully acquired but tainted property has led to an appeal against sentence.  
In R v Le; R v Nguyen199 there was a successful appeal against sentence on the basis that the 
sentencing judge failed to take into account the likely forfeiture of the offender’s house which was 
lawfully acquired but used for drug trafficking.  As the offender’s loss of his interest in the house 
would result in substantial additional punishment, the sentencing discretion was reopened and the 
sentence varied to take account of this.

4.58 The Court also referred to the consistency of this to the approach taken in a recent South 
Australian case of Whisson v Mead,200 where:

forfeiture of property acquired for a lawful purpose, but applied to an unlawful purpose, is a matter 
properly to be taken into account in sentencing, to ensure that there is proportionality between the 
final outcome and the gravity of the offence.201

4.59 Therefore, if confiscation has occurred at the time of sentence and it is relevant to sentence under 
section 5(2A)–(2B), the punitive and deterrent effect of the confiscation on the offender may be 
taken into account in determining an appropriate sentence.  In these cases, the sentencing judge is 
permitted to apply the proportionality principle to moderate the sentence.

Timing of Confiscation
4.60 The timing of the confiscation relative to sentence further complicates the issue of when confiscation 

may be taken into account.

4.61 In McLeod, the Court also considered whether, if at the time of sentence confiscation has not yet 
occurred, the risk of relevant confiscation could be taken into account in imposing sentence.

4.62 The Court of Appeal cited other recent decisions of the Court in making its decision.202  It held 
that, if at the time of sentence confiscation has not been finalised, a sentencing court may have 
regard to the fact that an offender is at risk of forfeiture in determining sentence.  This is because 
the forfeiture could constitute substantial additional punishment.

197 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 5(2A)(b), (d), (e).

198 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 5(2A)(a), (ab), (c).

199 [2005] VSCA 284 (Unreported Charles, Buchanan and Eames JJA, 1 December 2005).

200 (2006) 95 SASR 124.

201 R v McLeod (2007) 16 VR 682, 687.

202 See R v Le; R v Nguyen [2005] VSCA 284 (Unreported Charles, Buchanan and Eames JJA, 1 December 2005); Director of Public 
Prosecutions v Phillips [2005] VSCA 112 (Unreported, Winneke P, Byrne and Osborn JJA, 2 May 2005); R v Do [2004] VSCA 203 
(Unreported, Winneke P, Buchanan and Vincent JJA, 12 November 2004); R v Yacoub [2006] VSCA 203 (Unreported, Maxwell 
P, Callaway, Vincent and Eames JJA, 5 October 2006).
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4.63 However, this can only be the case if there is sufficient evidence to enable the court to assess the 
likely effect of confiscation on the offender.203  The court must be able to calculate the loss to the 
offender resulting from the likelihood of confiscation and conclude whether this would constitute 
additional punishment.204

4.64 If there is insufficient information or evidence available for the sentencing judge to assess the 
likelihood of confiscation or its likely punitive effect on the offender, the risk of confiscation cannot 
be taken into account in sentencing.205

Fresh Evidence of Confiscation
4.65 The Court held that if, at the time of sentence, forfeiture or confiscation has not occurred and 

there is insufficient evidence for it to be taken into account, but then after sentence confiscation 
does subsequently occur, it may constitute fresh evidence.

4.66 This does not automatically lead to a review of sentence.  There will only be grounds for appeal 
if the evidence relating to confiscation is evidence which shows the ‘true significance of facts in 
existence at the time of the sentence’.206

4.67 This was confirmed by the Court of Appeal in Alashkar.  Subsequent confiscation after sentence 
can be relied on as a ground of appeal if it constitutes fresh evidence of the true significance of the 
risk of confiscation which existed at the time of sentence.207

4.68 In McLeod, the Court held that the sentencing judge did not commit an error in not having regard 
to the risk of forfeiture.  The evidence was not sufficient to assess the likely outcome of exclusion 
applications or whether the confiscation would have a punitive effect.  If the judge had taken it into 
account, he would have been required to speculate as to the risk and effect of confiscation.208

4.69 However, it decided that the subsequent finalisation of the forfeiture order by the settlement 
between McLeod and the DPP constituted fresh evidence which threw new light on the 
unquantified risk that McLeod had faced at sentence.  That risk was an additional penalty via 
forfeiture.209

4.70 On this basis, the Court reopened the sentencing discretion and reviewed McLeod’s sentence.  
They viewed the majority of the payment made by McLeod by way of settlement as a forfeiture of 
lawfully acquired property.  Although this saved the loss of home, they considered the sum paid to 
be considerable and a ‘substantial penalty’ arising from the forfeiture of his lawfully acquired home.  
McLeod also presented ‘impressive’ evidence as to his rehabilitation at the appeal, which the Court 
took into account.210

4.71 Taking these matters into account, the Court varied the sentence from three years and four 
months’ imprisonment with a non-parole period of two years, to two years and ten months’ 
imprisonment with a non-parole period of one year and nine months.211

203 R v McLeod (2007) 16 VR 682, 688.

204 R v Tabone (2006) 167 A Crim R 18; R v Le; R v Nguyen [2005] VSCA 284 (Unreported, Charles, Buchanan and Eames JJA, 1 
December 2005).

205 R v McLeod (2007) 16 VR 682, 688–9.

206 Ibid 690.

207 R v Alashkar; R v Tayar (2007) 17 VR 65, 71.

208 R v McLeod (2007) 16 VR 682, 690.

209 Ibid.

210 Ibid 692.

211 Ibid 693.
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Consequences and Implications
4.72 There are a number of issues that arise from the Court of Appeal decision in McLeod which are 

similar to those identified in relation to Piacentino and Alashkar in Chapter 3.

4.73 The first is that under section 5(2A)–(2B) of the Sentencing Act, confiscation can constitute a 
punishment when it goes beyond the deprivation of the profits of crime.  The decision provides 
a process for such confiscation to be taken into account in the determination of sentence and for 
the proportionality principle to be applied.  This is so irrespective of the timing of the confiscation 
relative to sentence.

4.74 Second, there may be an increase in the number of appeals against sentence on this ground 
requiring the Court of Appeal to reconsider sentences in the light of fresh evidence of subsequent 
confiscation.  However, as is discussed at paragraphs [4.98]–[4.102], while the number of appeals 
has increased, the additional appeals represent a small proportion of appeals in the Court of 
Appeal (two appeals or 0.3 per cent of total sentence appeals finalised since January 2007).

4.75 Third, the timing of the confiscation can be important to the procedure through which it can be 
taken into account in sentencing, either via sentence in the trial court or resentencing on appeal.  
Due to the complex nature of confiscatory provisions there will be a number of factors which 
influence this timing issue.

4.76 However, the timing of confiscation is not the only relevant factor which determines whether 
confiscation can be taken into account.  A fourth implication is that, where there is a risk of 
confiscation, the availability and nature of evidence in relation to the likelihood of confiscation and 
its impact will determine the extent to which it can be taken into account by the sentencing judge.

Application of Proportionality
4.77 An important policy implication of the decisions is that they provide a process for ensuring that 

proportionality is applied to the sentencing of offenders whose property is confiscated by the 
Crown where such forfeiture is deemed relevant to sentence under section 5(2A)–(2B).

4.78 Where relevant, proportionality can be applied fairly and consistently in sentencing, irrespective of 
whether confiscation occurs prior to or after the imposition of sentence.

4.79 There are conflicting arguments as to whether the proportionality principle should apply to 
offenders when considering the impact of confiscation orders made under the Confiscation Act and 
sentences imposed under the Sentencing Act.

4.80 Without section 5(2A)–(2B) there is little in the two relevant Acts to indicate that a ‘ceiling of 
proportionality’ should apply,212 although a court making a confiscation order does have the power 
to defer sentence until the application for confiscation has been decided213 and hardship may be 
taken into account in the determination of a forfeiture order.214

212 Fox and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 515.

213 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) ss 33(3), 59(3).

214 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) ss 33(5)(b), 38(2), 45.
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4.81 There is a general judicial consensus that, in the absence of legislation, where there is a likelihood 
of confiscation in relation to the instruments of crime, there should be recognition of the loss 
occasioned through the application of proportionality.215  Therefore, the failure to take confiscation 
of the instruments of crime into account where it will entail actual loss to the offender is contrary 
to the proportionality principle.216

4.82 If discretionary orders for forfeiture or confiscation (such as court ordered forfeiture or pecuniary 
penalty orders) are made, it has also been held that proportionality should apply to ensure that 
the overall effect of both sanctions is not disproportionate to the gravity of the offence.217

4.83 This discretion could encompass the sentencing decision and the decision to make a forfeiture 
order.218  Courts have held that where confiscation orders involve additional punishment, judges 
determining confiscation applications may consider their effect in combination with the sentence 
which has been imposed.  While the impact of the prior sentence may not be a ground for 
declining to make a confiscation order,219 the order should ‘bear a degree of proportionality to the 
gravity of the offence’.220

4.84 The extent to which a sentence can be taken into account and proportionality applied to the 
making of confiscation orders depends on the relevant legislative provisions and the extent of a 
court’s discretion.221  However, the ability of courts to take into account hardship in determining 
exclusion applications in relation to tainted property may provide support for the application of 
proportionality in these circumstances.222

4.85 However, there is a contrary view that the attachment of proportionality to confiscation would 
inhibit its use as a crime prevention measure,223 particularly where the property has been adapted 
specifically for the commission of the crime,224 for example a house converted for the sole purpose 
of hydroponically producing cannabis.  Therefore, it is argued that only confiscation of legitimate 
property which was used incidentally in the offending should be subject to the limiting influence of 
proportionality.225

4.86 There is less agreement in relation to the relevance of pecuniary penalty orders.  It is commonly 
agreed that pecuniary penalty orders which remove the profits of crime should be excluded from 
considerations of proportionality.226

215 Wignall v The Queen (1992) 61 A Crim R 54; R v Campbell (1999) 109 A Crim R 174; R v Carpentieri (2001) 81 SASR 164; R v Le; 
R v Nguyen [2005] VSCA 284 (Unreported Charles, Buchanan and Eames JJA, 1 December 2005); DPP v Phillips [2005] VSCA 
112 (Unreported, Winneke P, Byrne and Osborn JJA, 2 May 2005); Stocks v The Queen (2000) 9 Tas R 210.  See also Louise 
Moreland, ‘Justice in Jeopardy? The Relationship between Sentencing and Confiscation under the Proceeds of Crime Act 1991’ 
(2000) 31 Victoria University of Wellington Law Review 497.

216 Bowman v The Queen (1995) 14 WAR 466, 474; Sinagra-Brisca v The Queen [2004] WASCA 68 (Unreported, Templeman, 
Wheeler and Mclure JJ, 7 April 2004) [20].

217 R v Hadad (1989) 16 NSWLR 476; Rintel v The Queen (1991) 3 WAR 527; Re George [1992] 2 Qd R 351; Irvine v Hanna-Rviero 
(1991) 23 APR 295.  See also Brent Fisse, ‘Confiscation of the Proceeds of Crime: Discretionary Forfeiture or Proportionate 
Punishment?’ (1992) 16 Criminal Law Journal 138.

218 Waterhouse v The Queen (1984) 14 A Crim R 163, 167; R v Anderson (1992) 61 A Crim R 382; Jetopay Pty Ltd v Dix (1994) 76 A 
Crim R 427; Said v Judges of the District Court of New South Wales (1996) 39 NSWLR 47.

219 Lewis v The Queen (2000) 111 A Crim R 1 [32].

220 Roger Douglas, ‘The Relevance of Confiscation to Sentencing and its Limitations’ (2007) 31 Criminal Law Journal 345, 351.  See 
Rintel v The Queen (1991) 3 WAR 527; R v Baxter (1991) 6 WAR 103.

221 Douglas (2007), above n 220, 351.

222 R v Bolger (1989) 16 NSWLR 115; Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 33(5).

223 Fa v Morris (1987) 46 NTR 1; Kakura and Sato v The Queen (1990) 20 NSWLR 638, 648.

224 Fox and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 516.

225 R v Hoar (1981) 148 CLR 32, 37–8.  See also David Thomas, Principles of Sentencing (2nd ed, 1979) 336.

226 R v Carpentieri (2001) 81 SASR 164.  See also R v Kalache (2000) 111 A Crim R 152; Douglas (2007), above n 220, 348–50.
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4.87 The main argument for this position is that the confiscation of profits of crime merely removes 
property or profits to which offenders never had any right and restores the ‘status quo’:227

To the extent that confiscation makes no difference to a person’s legal rights, it is arguably irrelevant 
to proportionality.228

4.88 However, in some cases the confiscation of the proceeds of crime has been held to constitute 
punishment and justify the application of proportionality in sentencing.  The prevailing jurisprudence 
in relation to pecuniary penalty orders is that such an order may have punitive characteristics even 
if it relates only to profits of crime.  In such cases, the weight to be given to the order when taking 
it into account in sentencing depends on the circumstances of the case, including the impact of the 
order on the offender’s assets.229

4.89 Whether or not the confiscation of profits may be classed as punitive may also depend on the 
method of calculating the proceeds of crime, which can over-estimate profits by not taking into 
account expenditure.  In some cases, even if offenders never had a right to the profits of crime, 
the removal of these profits may still constitute a punitive sanction.230

4.90 The legislative approach taken in other jurisdictions in relation to proportionality and the relevance 
of confiscation and sentencing varies.  In Queensland and the Australian Capital Territory, 
confiscation is not treated as a mitigating factor in sentencing at all.231  This is also the position in the 
United Kingdom.  The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (UK) requires a court to disregard a confiscation 
order in determining sentence, although it must be taken into account before a fine is imposed or 
another forfeiture order is made.232

4.91 In most other Australian jurisdictions, pecuniary penalty orders are treated as irrelevant to 
sentencing.233  This contrasts with the Victorian system, where such orders may be taken into 
account in sentencing if they relate to the benefits in excess of profits of crime.234  In New South 
Wales, drugs proceeds orders are relevant to the determination of a fine,235 but the legislation is 
silent in relation to other forms of confiscation.

227 Douglas (2007), above n 220, 353; Fox and Frieberg (1999), above n 25, 524.

228 Douglas (2007), above n 220, 353.

229 R v McDermott (1990) 49 A Crim R 105; applied in Tapper v The Queen (1992) 39 FCR 243, 249.

230 Douglas (2007), above n 220, 354–6.

231 Crimes (Sentencing) Act 2005 (ACT) s 34(2) (‘a court must not reduce the severity of a sentence it would otherwise have 
imposed because of an automatic forfeiture of property, a forfeiture order, or a penalty order’); Criminal Proceeds Confiscation 
Act 2002 (Qld) s 260(a) (a court must not have regard to current or future confiscation).

232 Proceeds of Crimes Act 2002 (UK) s 13(2)–(4).

233 Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Cth) s 320(d); Crimes (Sentencing) Act 2005 (ACT) s 34(2); Criminal Proceeds Confiscation Act (Qld) 
s 260(b); Criminal Assets Confiscation Act 2005 (SA) s 224(d); Sentencing Act 1995 (WA) s 8(3).

234 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 5(2A)(c), (d).

235 Confiscation of Proceeds of Crime Act 1989 (NSW) s 29(2).
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4.92 Similar to Victoria, Commonwealth, South Australian and Western Australian legislation 
distinguishes between instrument forfeiture and proceeds forfeiture.236  For example, in South 
Australia, the sentencing court can have regard to the nature and extent of forfeiture which has 
been, or is to be, imposed ‘if the forfeiture does not merely neutralise a benefit obtained through 
the commission of the offence’.237  In Western Australia, forfeiture may only be treated as a 
mitigating factor in the case of derived property if there is ‘facilitation by the offender of criminal 
property confiscation’.238  In the Northern Territory and Queensland, the confiscation of the 
proceeds of crime is relevant to the determination of a fine.239

Confiscation Questions – Application of Proportionality

1. Should proportionality apply in the sentencing of offenders who face confiscation, where 
the confiscation constitutes punishment within the meaning of section 5(2A)–(2B)?

2. If so, should this be so irrespective of whether confiscation occurs prior to or after 
sentence?

3. Should there be any exceptions to this?

4. What are the justifications for the application of proportionality in these circumstances?

5. What are the justifications for proportionality not applying in the sentencing of offenders 
who face any type of confiscation?

6. Are there any broader legal and policy implications for the application of proportionality in 
the sentencing of such offenders?

Effect on the Court of Appeal
4.93 The second consequence of these decisions may be an increase in the number of applications for 

leave to appeal against sentence and appeals against sentence in the Court of Appeal.  This may 
have an effect on the listings and workload of the Court.

4.94 The decisions provide a ground of appeal on the basis of fresh evidence of confiscation.  The 
evidence of confiscation must throw light on a possibility, existing at the time of sentence, that 
the offender may have property confiscated.  If this subsequently occurs, an offender may apply 
for leave to appeal.  If leave is granted the Court will then hear the appeal and decide if the fresh 
evidence is to be accepted.

4.95 The mere fact of confiscation will not necessarily justify a variation in sentence.  The confiscation 
must be of a relevant type under section 5(2A)–(2B).  The confiscation must constitute more 
than the deprivation of the profits of crime.  If the fresh evidence is accepted, the sentence may 
only be varied if the overall punishment faced by the offender (the sentence and the impact of 
confiscation) offends the proportionality principle.

236 Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Cth) s 320(b)–(c); Criminal Assets Confiscation Act 2005 (SA) s 224(b)–(c); Sentencing Act 1995 (WA) s 8.

237 Criminal Law (Sentencing) Act 1988 (SA) s 10(1)(ka).

238 Sentencing Act 1995 (WA) s 8.

239 Sentencing Act 1995 (NT) s 17(3); Penalties and Sentences Act 1992 (Qld) s 48(3)(a).
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4.96 The effect that this may have on the Court of Appeal will also depend on the prevalence of 
offenders, facing confiscation of the relevant kind, who are sentenced in circumstances where it 
cannot be taken into account at the time of sentence.

4.97 The current procedure via appeal to the Court of Appeal ensures that offenders who face 
relevant confiscation after sentence can have this taken into account in sentence and thus have 
proportionality applied.  The practical implications of this process on the Court of Appeal must 
be balanced with considerations in relation to the application of sentencing principles, such as 
proportionality.

4.98 An examination of appeals against sentence since the decision of Piacentino indicate that the 
increase in the number of appeals may be less significant than expected.

4.99 From 23 March 2007 to 2 April 2009, there have been two appeals against sentence (including 
McLeod) lodged and determined by the Court of Appeal on the grounds of fresh evidence of 
relevant confiscation.  The Court allowed the appeal and varied the sentence in McLeod but 
dismissed the appeal in the second fresh evidence matter.

4.100 This comprises 0.3 per cent of the 598 total appeals against sentence finalised by the Court of 
Appeal from January 2007 to March 2009.240  In addition, there have been three appeals against 
sentence on the basis that the sentencing judge had failed to take into account or give sufficient 
weight to confiscation which had occurred prior to the imposition of sentence.241

4.101 Fresh evidence of confiscation may not be the only ground of appeal relied on; therefore in some 
cases the appeal against sentence may have been lodged in any event on other grounds.  Of the 
two fresh evidence matters, one matter had fresh evidence of confiscation as the only ground of 
appeal (McLeod) and the other matter had additional grounds of appeal.

4.102 As at March 2009 there were 297 appeals against sentence pending (filed but not finalised) in the 
Court of Appeal,242 some of which may also involve the ground of fresh evidence of confiscation.243 

Confiscation Questions – Effect on the Court of Appeal

7. How will the current appeal procedure affect stakeholders in the criminal justice system?

8. Are there any further consequences which may arise from any increase in the number of 
appeals?

9. Should any consequent increase in appeals justify restricting the application of 
proportionality in sentencing?

240 Data provided by the Court of Appeal, Supreme Court of Victoria.

241 There have also been three appeals which involved an appeal on other grounds (not fresh evidence) but where confiscation 
was taken into account in resentencing.

242 Data provided by the Court of Appeal, Supreme Court of Victoria.

243 This data is yet to be determined.
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Timing of Confiscation
4.103 The timing of the confiscation can be important to the avenue through which it can be taken into 

account in the sentencing process.

4.104 If the confiscation occurs before sentence and is relevant, the sentencing judge can have regard to 
its effect on the offender in imposing sentence.

4.105 If the confiscation has not occurred at the time of sentence and is relevant, the sentencing judge 
may only have regard to its effect on the offender in imposing sentence, if there is sufficient 
evidence on which to assess its likelihood and the likely effect on the offender.

4.106 If there is not sufficient evidence at the time of sentence and relevant confiscation subsequently 
occurs after sentence, the offender may apply for leave to appeal against sentence in the Court of 
Appeal.  If leave is given and the appeal allowed, the Court of Appeal may resentence the offender 
if the original sentence offends proportionality.

4.107 Due to the various types of forfeiture and confiscation under the Confiscation Act and the 
many factors which can delay confiscation proceedings, such as the determination of exclusion 
applications, the complexity of matters or the number of pre-trial steps required, it is difficult to 
predict whether confiscation is likely to fall before or after sentence.  In many cases, confiscation 
matters are dealt with by a civil court in separate proceedings to the criminal matter.

Confiscation Questions – Timing of Confiscation

10. What are the advantages of having confiscation proceedings finalised after sentence?

11. What are the disadvantages of having confiscation proceedings finalised before 
sentence?

12. Are there particular types of confiscation matters which are more likely to be finalised 
after sentence? Why?
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Availability of Evidence of Likelihood of Forfeiture
4.108 Where relevant confiscation has not occurred prior to sentence, the sentencing judge may be able 

to take into account the risk of confiscation in determining sentence if there is sufficient evidence 
as to the likelihood of confiscation and its likely impact on the offender.

4.109 The likelihood of confiscation and the outcome of any proceedings in relation to confiscation 
will depend on a number of matters, including the type of offence, the nature of the property, 
third party interests in the property and the connection between the property and the criminal 
behaviour.  For example, in cases of automatic forfeiture, the likelihood of forfeiture may be higher, 
whereas court ordered forfeiture is dependent on the application of judicial discretion.

4.110 A greater level of information sharing between the criminal and civil courts may assist to improve 
the availability of such evidence.  However, this may raise questions as to the propriety and 
practicality of sharing information between criminal and civil courts; this may also disadvantage 
offenders.

4.111 In addition, if there are delays or complications in the finalisation of confiscation proceedings, due 
to complex investigations or multiple exclusion applications, such evidence may not be available 
until some time after the offender has been sentenced.

Confiscation Questions – Availability of Evidence of Likelihood of Forfeiture

13. What are the factors which can affect the availability of evidence regarding confiscation 
proceedings?

14. Should there be a process for the provision of information by civil courts dealing with 
confiscation matters to criminal courts to increase the availability of evidence in relation 
to appropriate confiscation matters?

15. Are there any legal and policy or practical implications which may arise under this 
practice?
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Options for Reform
4.112 This section poses a number of discussion points in relation to the possible options for reform 

concerning the sentencing of offenders who face confiscation to deal with those cases where 
confiscation cannot be taken into account at the time of sentence.

Confiscation Option 1 – Reconsideration or ‘Perfection’ of 
Sentence
4.113 The first option is to create an alternative process through which the original sentencing judge 

or court, rather than the Court of Appeal, can reconsider a sentence if relevant confiscation 
subsequently occurs and can vary or confirm the sentence in the light of the confiscation.

4.114 If proportionality is to apply as currently permitted under section 5(2A)–(2B), this option ensures 
a consistent application of proportionality by a sentencing court irrespective of the timing of the 
determination of confiscation.  It also addresses any effect on the Court of Appeal by avoiding 
appeal against sentence for subsequent relevant confiscation.

4.115 This option also addresses issues in relation to the availability of evidence.  If there is insufficient 
evidence at the time of sentence upon which to assess the likelihood of confiscation and its likely 
punitive impact, the matter can be reconsidered by the sentencing court once confiscation has 
been finalised or if further evidence becomes available.

4.116 In McLeod, the Court of Appeal expressed the view that it was inappropriate for it to act as a 
sentencing court and resentence offenders on the basis of fresh evidence of subsequent forfeiture.  
In addition, not all subsequent forfeiture may fit into the category of fresh evidence, which may 
cause injustice for those offenders denied the opportunity to be resentenced.  Resentencing by 
the original court ensures that every case of subsequent forfeiture can be considered by the judge 
who (or at least the court which) imposed the original sentence.244

4.117 As discussed under Option 1 in relation to parole, it is preferable to allow an offender to apply 
directly to the court in which he or she was sentenced, thus avoiding the need for the matter to 
be remitted to the sentencing court via an appeal to the Court of Appeal.

4.118 This may be achieved by a ‘reconsideration’ method (as described in paragraphs [3.103]–[3.112]) 
or ‘perfection’ method (paragraphs [3.113]–[3.117]).

244 R v McLeod (2007) 16 VR 682, 691.
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Reconsideration of Sentence

4.119 The reconsideration method involves an amendment to the Sentencing Act to allow a sentencing 
judge to reconsider a sentence imposed on an offender upon application by the offender if relevant 
confiscation occurs after sentence.  If, in the light of the punitive effect of the confiscation, the 
sentence offends proportionality, the sentence may be recalled and the offender resentenced.

4.120 The general position is that a sentencing court cannot reconsider a sentence once it has been 
passed.  However, there are a number of exceptions to this in sentencing legislation, which provide 
for the reopening of sentence in the absence of any error by the sentencing judge.  Most relevant 
are the provisions which allow for the reconsideration and variation of sentence for a breach or a 
change in an offender’s circumstances.  A similar provision could be enacted in relation to relevant 
confiscation which occurs after sentence.245

Perfection of Sentence

4.121 This method involves an amendment to the Sentencing Act to allow a sentencing judge to impose 
a sentence but order that such a sentence not be perfected until the confiscation matter has been 
finalised.

4.122 The perfection method could be achieved by amending the Sentencing Act to allow that if there are 
current but undetermined relevant confiscation proceedings at the time of sentence, a sentencing 
judge may impose a sentence but order that such a sentence not be perfected until the confiscation 
matter has been determined.

4.123 Once the confiscation matter has been finalised, the defendant would have liberty to apply to 
the sentencing judge to take the impact of confiscation into account and alter the sentence if it 
was disproportionate to the offending behaviour.  Alternatively, if there were no disproportion 
between the effect of confiscation and the sentence, the judge would make an order to perfect 
the sentence.

4.124 Due to the complex nature of confiscatory proceedings, the timing of their finalisation can vary 
widely and be difficult to predict.  The time limit of three months suggested for this option in 
relation to parole is therefore not suggested for confiscation.

Implications

4.125 Both these methods may have implications for the resources and operations of higher sentencing 
courts, where the issue may arise more frequently.246

4.126 Depending on the complexity of confiscation matters, without a restriction on the time within 
which confiscation matters must be finalised there may be considerable and undetermined delays 
between the imposition of sentence and confirmation of sentence.  Such delays in getting matters 
relisted for consideration or perfection may result in disadvantages to victims or offenders waiting 
for sentences to be confirmed, particularly where there are co-offenders or anticipated appeals.

245 Refer to Chapter 3, paragraphs [3.102]–[3.108] for a discussion of the common law position and exceptions in relation to 
resentencing by sentencing courts.

246 The two cases heard and determined by the Court of Appeal since Piacentino involved appeals against sentences imposed in 
the County Court.
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4.127 The requirement of sentencing courts to reconsider sentences in cases where there has been 
subsequent confiscation may also impose a burden on the workload of courts.  This burden is likely 
to be significant if there is no provision made for automatic perfection of the order for sentence 
or any time limits imposed.  This may also be exacerbated by sentencing courts being required to 
assess and distinguish between relevant and irrelevant confiscation which may have occurred after 
sentence.

4.128 In addition, there may be issues, particularly in relation to the perfection method, relating to the 
lack of finality of the order for sentence which may limit the enforceability of the sentence by 
Corrections.

4.129 As discussed at paragraph [3.124] in relation to parole, while orders may be varied or altered 
before the completion of the court record, there may be legal restrictions on the detention of 
individuals without the completion of orders for sentence by judges.247

4.130 The uncertainty surrounding the finalisation of sentence may also be incompatible with rights 
recognised under the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act, such as the right not to be 
subject to arbitrary arrest or detention.

Discussion Points – Confiscation Option 1 (Reconsideration or ‘Perfection’ of Sentence) 

In relation to this option, the Council is interested in your views and comments on the 
following points:

a. The legal implications of the Court of Appeal resentencing offenders where there is fresh 
evidence of confiscation.

b. The legal implications of the reconsideration of sentence by sentencing courts rather 
than appeal courts.

c. The legal implications of the perfection of sentencing orders by sentencing courts.

d. The implications of the issues identified in relation to the finality of orders.

e. Which of the ‘reconsideration’ or ‘perfection’ methods is more appropriate and why.

f. The impact that this option may have on particular sentencing courts.

g. The impact that this option may have on victims and/or offenders.

h. The practical implications of this option.

247 R v His Honour Judge Rapke Ex Parte Curtis [1975] VR 641, 645; applying R v Hodgkinson [1954] VLR 140, 145; R v Brattoli [1971] 
VR 446, 448.
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Confiscation Option 2 – Application of Proportionality in 
Confiscation Matters
4.131 Another option to address the implications and consequences of these decisions is for the 

proportionality principle to be applied by judges in the determination of confiscation orders, 
where such orders are finalised after the imposition of sentence.

4.132 This may assist to address the implications which arise from the decisions in relation to the timing 
of confiscation matters and evidence of risk of confiscation.  It may enable proportionality to be 
applied for offenders post-sentence where at the time of sentence confiscation was not taken into 
account due to insufficient evidence.  However, proportionality may not be able to be applied by 
civil courts in a manner consistent with criminal courts.

4.133 There are also conflicting views as to the extent to which proportionality may be applied by judges 
in determining confiscation orders (refer paragraphs [4.79]–[4.85]).  There is authority for the 
argument that proportionality should apply in the determination of some confiscation orders.  The 
contrary view, based on policy concerns about the effectiveness of confiscation as a crime preven-
tion measure, is that this would remove the deterrent and public safety goals of confiscation.248

4.134 The extent to which a court may apply a proportionality-type principle in determining confiscation 
proceedings may also depend on the type of confiscation order.

4.135 In determining applications for court ordered forfeiture, the court has a wide discretion to take 
into account any matter in determining the order.  The court may have regard to the ordinary use 
of the property, any hardship that may be likely to be caused as a result of the order, and the claim 
of any person who has interest in the property.249

4.136 There is less flexibility in the case of automatic forfeiture; however, there may be some discretion in 
the determination of exclusion applications.  In relation to pecuniary penalty orders, there may be 
some flexibility to take into account the punitive impact of confiscation and apply proportionality 
in the decision to make the order or in the assessment of benefits.

4.137 This option may not necessarily be effective in addressing any impact on the Court of Appeal.  
In cases where a court cannot take into account proportionality in determining the confiscation 
matter, there still may be appeals against sentence due to fresh evidence of confiscation.

Discussion Points – Confiscation Option 2 (Application of Proportionality in Confiscation 
Matters)

In relation to this option, the Council is interested in your views and comments on the 
following points:

a. The appropriateness of a court applying the proportionality principle in determining a 
confiscation matter.

b. The legal and policy implications of this option.

c. Whether the option should be restricted to particular types of confiscation.

d. Whether the option is likely to result in inconsistencies in sentencing outcomes.

e. The practical implications of this option.

248 Fox and Freiberg (1999), above n 25, 516.

249 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 33(5).
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Confiscation Option 3 – Adjournment of Sentence
4.138 Another option is to ensure that confiscation always occurs before sentence by providing for the 

adjournment of sentence for the criminal matter until the confiscation matter has been finalised.

4.139 Currently, in relation to court ordered forfeiture, the court may defer the passing of sentence until 
it has determined the application for forfeiture.250

4.140 This option addresses any effect on the Court of Appeal when confiscation occurs after sentence.  
If sentence occurs after the finalisation of the confiscation matter, the issue of fresh evidence of 
confiscation would not arise as a ground of appeal against sentence.

4.141 However, this option has a number of problems due to the nature of confiscatory proceedings.  As 
the majority of confiscations are conviction based, there may be lengthy delays between conviction 
and sentence while confiscation matters are finalised.  Currently offenders have a right to stay 
exclusion applications until after completion of the criminal matter.251  The time it takes to settle a 
confiscation matter can vary as it depends on a range of factors which are difficult to predict.

4.142 The adjournment of a sentencing matter part-heard or the deferral of sentence may cause listing 
difficulties for sentencing courts.  Victims and offenders may also be adversely affected, in particular 
when offenders are in custody while awaiting sentence, if there are co-offenders or anticipated 
appeals against conviction or sentence.

Discussion Points – Option 3 (Adjournment of Sentence)

In relation to this option, the Council is interested in your views and comments on the 
following points:

a. The legal and policy implications of the requirement that confiscation occur before 
sentencing.

b. Any other methods which could be used to ensure that confiscation occurs before 
sentence.

c. The factors which can impact on the time taken to settle confiscation matters.

d. The practical implications under this option.

250 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 33(1), (3).

251 Confiscation Act 1997 (Vic) s 20(7).
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Confiscation Option 4 – Only Pre-sentence Confiscation Is 
Relevant
4.143 Another option is to amend the Sentencing Act to provide that confiscation which occurs after 

sentence is irrelevant and inadmissible as fresh evidence as a ground of appeal against sentence.

4.144 The Sentencing Act could be amended to provide that a court may only take into account 
confiscation orders that have been determined at the time of sentencing.

4.145 This could consist of a direction that confiscation can only be taken into account if at the time of 
sentence the confiscation matter has been determined.  Therefore, the likelihood of confiscation 
could not be taken into account.  This may assist to resolve any uncertainty in sentencing courts 
attempting to assess the likelihood of confiscation where confiscation has not occurred prior to 
sentence.

4.146 Alternatively, the Sentencing Act could be amended to provide that an appeal court cannot re-
open a sentencing order on the basis of a subsequent confiscation order.  This could consist of 
a direction that confiscation or a risk of confiscation (if there is sufficient evidence) can be taken 
into account in sentencing if it occurs before sentencing.  If, after the imposition of sentence, the 
confiscation matter is determined, this cannot be taken into account by a reconsideration of the 
sentence by the sentencing or appeal court.

4.147 This option addresses any effect that the decisions may have on the numbers of appeals against 
sentence by prohibiting appeals on the basis of subsequent parole revocation.

4.148 However, this option will result in an inconsistent and unequal application of the proportionality 
principle dependent on the timing of confiscation or the availability of evidence in relation to the 
risk of confiscation.  This may result in unfairness to offenders and inconsistencies in sentencing 
outcomes.  It may also result in the adoption of practices to avoid offenders being sentenced 
before confiscation has been determined, such as delaying sentencing for criminal matters.

Discussion Points – Confiscation Option 4 (Only Pre-sentence Confiscation Is Relevant)

In relation to this option, the Council is interested in your views and comments on the 
following points:

a. The consequences of this option for offenders who face confiscation.

b. The legal and policy implications of this option.

c. The practical implications of this option.
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Confiscation Option 5 – Confiscation Is Never Relevant to 
Sentence
4.149 Another option could be to amend the Sentencing Act to provide that no confiscation of any kind is 

relevant to the determination of sentence for criminal offending, thereby treating confiscation and 
sentencing separately.

4.150 This option may reduce any effect on the Court of Appeal and addresses the implications in 
relation to timing issues and availability of evidence where there is a risk of confiscation.

4.151 However, this option has an important implication for the application of the principle of 
proportionality in sentencing offenders.  The effect of this will be that offenders who face 
confiscation proceedings will not have proportionality applied in the determination of sentence.  
In cases where confiscation constitutes punishment, this may result in offenders being punished 
disproportionately for offending.

4.152 As has been discussed at paragraphs [4.79]–[4.92] there are conflicting arguments as to whether 
proportionality should apply at all to offenders who are subject to confiscation proceedings and 
criminal sentences or whether there are certain types of confiscation where proportionality should 
apply, such as instrument forfeiture.

4.153 There is more agreement that proportionality should not apply in relation to the confiscation 
of profits where the order merely returns the status quo by removing the ill-gotten gains from 
criminal behaviour.

4.154 These arguments are based on differing policy concerns linked to the underlying rationales of 
sentencing and confiscation.  One of the fundamental concerns of sentencing is to ensure that 
offenders are not disproportionately and inappropriately punished, whereas the primary concern 
of confiscation as a crime prevention measure is to deter offending and increase public safety.  
Considerations may also arise in the relation to the human rights implications of sanctions which 
are not subject to principles such as proportionality.

Discussion Points – Confiscation Option 5 (Confiscation Is Never Relevant to Sentence)

In relation to this option, the Council is interested in your views and comments on the 
following points:

a. The consequences of this option for offenders who face confiscation.

b. The legal and policy implications of this option.

c. The practical implications of this option.
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Other Options for Reform
4.155 The options set out above are based on assumptions made in relation to the implications of the 

Court of Appeal decisions.  Other options may be further considered to address any issues which 
may arise in consultation.

Discussion Points – Preferred or Other Options for Confiscation

In relation to any of the options discussed in this paper, the Council is interested in your 
views and comments on the following points:

a. Of all the options, which is the most appropriate to address the consequences and 
implications of the Court of Appeal decisions and the reasons for this.

b. Whether any other options should be considered by the Council in more detail.

c. Whether there are any other legal, policy or practical implications to consider in assessing 
the options for reform.
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Appendix

Section 5(2A)–(2B) of the Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic):

(2A) In sentencing an offender a court—

(a) may have regard to a forfeiture order made under the Confiscation Act 1997 in respect of 
property—

(i) that was used in, or in connection with, the commission of the offence;

(ii) that was intended to be used in, or in connection with, the commission of the offence;

(iii) that was derived or realised, or substantially derived or realised, directly or indirectly, 
from property referred to in subparagraph (i) or (ii);

(ab) if it is satisfied that property was acquired lawfully, may have regard to automatic forfeiture 
under the Confiscation Act 1997 in respect of property—

(i) that was used in, or in connection with, the commission of the offence;

(ii) that was intended to be used in, or in connection with, the commission of the offence;

(iii) that was derived or realised, or substantially derived or realised, directly or indirectly, 
from property referred to in subparagraph (i) or (ii);

(b) must not have regard to a forfeiture order made under that Act in respect of property that 
was derived or realised, or substantially derived or realised, directly or indirectly, by any 
person as a result of the commission of the offence;

(c) may have regard to a pecuniary penalty order made under that Act to the extent to which it 
relates to benefits in excess of profits derived from the commission of the offence;

(d) must not have regard to a pecuniary penalty order made under that Act to the extent to 
which relates to profits (as opposed to benefits) derived from the commission of the offence;

(e) subject to paragraph (ab), must not have regard to any property forfeited under automatic 
forfeiture or a pecuniary penalty order made in relation to a Schedule 2 offence under that 
Act.

(2B) Nothing in subsection (2A) prevents a court from having regard to a forfeiture order or civil forfeiture 
order made under, or automatic forfeiture occurring by operation of, the Confiscation Act 1997 as 
an indication of remorse or co-operation with the authorities on the part of the offender.
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